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Fire Destroys Airport Office Building Here!
Interior Of Building Gutted
By Fire Early This Morning
;;:mseosS*.c.e.ottiOolcieSs'olO:,

Argu me nts—On
Roberts' Case-This Afternoon
Final arguments in the case of
Commonwealth of Kentucky vs.
Thanes Roberts, indicted for
.--statutory rape KRS 435.100, are
being heard this afternoon in the
Calloway Circuit Court.
The trial opened on Wednesday
morning with Judge James M.
Lassiter presiding. A jury of
three women and nine men
w-as empanelled from the
Calloway Comgy and evidence
both for the Commonwealth and
the defendant, was heard on
Wednesday. The :eourt reconvened today at one p.m. for the
final altinierits.:- •
Roberts was indicted by the
:k;
September 1970 Grand Jury on .
the charge of statutory rape. He
had been charged on Su
y,
August 23, 1970,•with "immoral A
indecent practices with a
femele,Oild tlditteen years of
adr" by the Calloway County
Court and ordedied. bound over to
the September 1970--Gcand Jury.
At that time he was reliOsed on
building. The fire destroyed all records and equipment that were housed inside the
bond
of $10,000 by County Judge
building.
Robert 0. Miller.
Staff Photo by Gene MeCateheon
The warrant for the arrest of
was made at two a.m.
V Sunday, August 23. The incident
allegedly occurred on Saturday

Cause Of
Blaze Is
Not Known

44

Fire destroyed the office of tl
Murray-Calloway County Airport
this morning. The Callow ri
County Rescue Squad was callt Id
to the scene at 7:15 with six squi 1..-1
members and two volunteer;
Murray firemen answering ttl
call.
Danny Manning who w Ant
triveling on the Penny-Airpi ti.:
Road noticed the fire and call f•
the Rescue Squad, Lubie Perri:,
a nearby resident, also notice ,
Ed Cbrisman
the blaze and called Carroll 1.'4Y
_
Guy, the manager of the airpof '..:*:
Chairman of this year's
The entire office and its c, i."
:•::
Boy• Seoul fund drive in *.
tents containing all toe recoi
Ed
Calloway County is
in the fire.
, were destroyed
Uhrisman, operator of :iz;
The building was covered
Chrisman Popcorn Co. in
insurance, according to Dr. Hu
Murray. The county's goal
Oakley, chairman of the airp
in the-campaign is $6,600 an
board. Murray Mayor Holn 11,
$113,000 over-all objective
Ellis estimated the value of
For the 11-county Four
building at $10,000.
Rivers Council Scout area.
An air-to-ground radio vat: d
The campaign Is expected
AIRPORT TERMINAL BUILDING DESTROYED—This shell of a building was
at $400 and an $1100 navigat
March
12.
be
completed
to
all that was left of the terminal building at the Murray-Calloway County Airport
system were also lost in the fi
this morning after a fire of undetermined origin devasted the interior of the
according to Guy.
Dr. Oakley, who delayed a t
to St. Louis this morning in or •r
to inspect the damage, said t, it
he would call a meeting of ,e
airport board as soon as 4,
aeccgig
returns from St. Louis.
Wells Overbey is the attorney
-Billy and Betty Outland—II
for Robert; Boyce Clayton
Hopkinseille operate an airer ft
commonwealth attorney S
service atihe local airport. Yi
assisted by/Sid Easley, Callowa
services inclutk passeng
county attorney, are the at(Continued oa PaigeBeven
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI)— said, however, "I am definitely ditional counties would be Clay MurrayJaycees has announced torneys for the Commonwealth of Miss Joyce Hopkins was
This March sun has a lot of heat
that
the
Murray
Jaycees -11nd the Kentucky.
Elections
and
ConThe
Senate
Sweetheart
of
the
and
chosen
DECA
against
that.
It
is
not
necessary
Laurel.
Laurel
also
is
split_murtay „
in it as evidenced by the disapTeems Who Care"
Amendments Com- and should not be done."
This is the Iasi scheduled case Murray High chapter of the
under the pending bill.
pearing act of the new snow stitutional
-will sell honey, on "Honey on the court docket for the. Distributive Education Clubs of
executive
went
into
mittee
Upton
offered
a
plan
that
would
Responding
to
a
-question
from
which closed schools yesterday.
aftee leave his 17th District as it committee vice chairman, H. Sunday", March 7, 1971.
session • Wednesday
current term of Circuit Court.
America last night at the
"Honey Sunday- is a joint
hearing three more senators give presently stands and add two Nicholas Baker, D-Louisville
Woman'a Clubhouse.
proposed re- counties to the 21 Distrsict, Upton explained that his destrict .effoit between the Kentucky
views
on
their
Miss Hopkins is the daughter of A "bomb scare" was moor.
touch-tone
the
new
We have
Kentucky's legislative represented by Sne. James C,. court suit asked only for a_ jaTees and the 1k-ea-tacky
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Hopkins, of at the Murray-Calloway Courf
telephones in the office which we drawing of
Asiociit
tan
•
for
Retarded
districts.
Murray, . The DECA -program is Hospital last oaf at 11:50, :,a41
Brock, R-Harlan. The two ad. are about-used to by now. At first
je°1111116ed 1118
'
evesi
Children, Inc., in Frankfort.
Committee chairman B. E
a national club whose'MeMbers cording to the records of tit
we got confused when placing a
School
County
High
ProfitaIrom ttw sale will aid the Calloway
are high school students enrolled Murray Fire Department.• •
_ _calLbacause we_listened to the (Nig) Billings, D-Stanton, said
nter
_ovrzentoe_ky. so_a_40oaLargi tbe six elementary ces
working
on
an
is
the- Distlibutive- -Eddcatiost'le- Mtn ray- T011et—
t_.
various tones instead of conafter
today
resumed
classes
—
and state level
'Senate Bill,
amendment to
program.
a
was called at that hour
Dfiemnt
centrating on the number we
Wednesday
dismissed
on
being
The Murray "Teens Who Care"
which so far has reduced the
High school Distributive the caller said "a bomb bulbs,*
were dialing. You do things like
.reiclleisevilnlgdootrhetodp000rtrioanndowfillthebe due to the snow covered roads. Education involves practical
be
split
to
of
counties
to
number
planted at the hospital and .
listening for a possible tune as
Snow started falling here about
Ready To Act Monday
two and "hopeful we can get it
experience in business and building was going to be blc
five
you dial.
and
over
Tuesday
firm
4:45
proceeds that would normally go
marketing._
down to just one—Kenton."
_ .
up".
inches had-fallen by_ 8:15
Senate Bill 1, introduced last FRANKFORT,- Ky..--LThe go to the rules committee which to the local Jaycees.
according to John First runner-up to the Fire Chief Jackie Cooper .
Wednesday,
subcommittee
reapportioning
the
committee.
would
assign
it
to
a
This
is
the
second
annual
honey
week, would split seven counties
sweetheart was Miss Jo Beth his. men went to the Hospital
The new phones are much easier
Kentucky House of Represen- The lame leadership of both sale In Kentucky. This year Ed Scott, local weather observer.
in the state.
Benton. She is the daughter of searched the building, but for
ground,
the
to use since all you do is push a
warmth
of
to
the
Due
tatives may be ready for formal parties are members of the Jaycees will be selling over 60;000
nothing. They returned to 10
button. You can't operate their Appearing before the Senate action,Monday.
less than half of the snow melted, Mr.and Mrs. Jack Benton.
committee.
cylinders
of
honey
at
$1.00
per
committee Wednesday morning
Second runner-up was Miss Rosa station at 1:05 a.m.
Covered
as fast as an adding rriartine, but
were
still
roads
the
but
The
House
was
expected
to
Move
Sunrise
container.
were Sen. Charles B. Upton, RJust about.
with snow Wednesday morning. Hudspeth, daughter of Mr. Mrs. Hospital officials said th
Williamsburg, who filed a suit in adjourn after its session today .( 10 House Speaker Julian M. The honorary chairman is
This morning some of the Lewis Hudspeth. Both of these was no panic at the hospital
LT: S. District Court which a.m.) until I- p.m. Monday. Rep. Carroll, D-paducah, chaian of Governor Louie B. Nunn. The
.secondary roads were still young ladies -are juniors at the building was evacuated.
Terry
McBrayer,
D-Greenup,
Rules
Committee,
sM
the
the
local
chairman
are
Paul
resulted in a decision allowing
The firer-nen -answered a call
Looked in the refrigerator last
covered with ice, but the school Murray High School.
the splitting of counties for .House floor leader, told the bill would be assigned to the State Felming of the Jaycees and
Other contestants were: Miss 10:55 p.m. to the Glen Edlri
caution.
urged
to
use
night and noted that we were out
were
buses
reapportionment. Under - Senate session Wednesday that the long Government Committee.. The Chuck Hussung of the "Teems
of bacon, so we says to the wife,
This makes four days that the Rebecca Wagar, daughter of Mr. tszme cm the.New Concord R
Bill 1, Upton's new district would weekend --would give the Senate pulled a surprise move- Who Care".
a short in the fuse
will have to make up at and Mrs. Jack Viragar, Lynne Tht
let's eat breakfast out in
schools.
legislators
"a
chance
to
spend
the
reapassigning
its
MondaY
by
"Mental Retardation affects
the split county of McSammons, daughter of -Mr. ant and the firemen pulled the met
school
morning, which we do. We go include
the
current
end
of
the
time at home seeing what your portionment measure to the some 90,000 Kentucky_ citizen.,
Creary.
Mrs. 461in Sanimoirs, VIC-b No damage was reported. T1-•
over to Lindy Carr's place and
people want."
Elections and Conatitutionol and oecuri in One out o1-33 births" term, scheduled to close on May
The
Williamsburg
legislator
units were t,aken to the scen
splurge on some ham and eggs.
(Continued on Page Seven)
Rep. -Jon
. Rickert, D. Amendments Committee.
a spokesman said. "With early 25
Continued on rage seven)
E.Azabethtown, chairman of the
training,
and.. -adequate
Real Estate Board
State
Government
Sub- Carroll—said...Abe change to rehabilitation and education, the
Board
The Murray Real Estate
committee,said the final bill with another cominittee "would be a retarded 'ci
.become productite
will not meet on Friday, March 5,. the precincts or census tratks recklesx;ace-after-the "many-and--happy members -of-- their
but will meet on Friday, March -listed for the counties that are months spent working on the community:- he concluded.
limited reel* Istormatissisi
::******Watatftakk:::!::45100A 12, at 11:30 a.m. at the cloliday split, would probably be ready by plan" by the interim subInn.: Members please note the Monday.
committee which became the
Kentucky: Occasional light
change in date.
From there the measure would State Government SubcoinnOttee
snow_ east ending by afternoon
when the special session opened.
- with decreasing cloudiness. Fair
The subcommittee has been
west and partly cloudy central
gathering representatives'
portion today. Fair and cold
comments on the proposed plan The Murray Neighborhood Girl
tonight. Friday partly cloudy
and working on the internal Scout Craft Show will be held un
with warming trend. Highs today
Tuesday, March 9, in the
(Continued on rage seven)
ifl the 30s.Lows tonight in 20s east
bas_ethent of the educational
to low 301 west. Highs Friday'
building of the First Christian
mostly in 40s.
Church.
Brownies,Juniors, Cadets,and
"EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Senior Scouts will display crafts
Extended weather outlook for
John E'd Scott, local Weather which they have made ip their
Kentucky Saturday through
observer, said that 7.09 inches ól troop meeting or have made in
;Monday:
with badge work.
ra
inches of
-Marv-of- precipitation.
snowfall were recorded on his The hours for viewing are from
Saturday west portion over the
inktruments during the nionth of three to five p.m. -and seven to
state Sunday.and in east portion
nine'pin. Admission is five cents
February.
Monday.
The average low tempsrature for students and ten cents for
Colder trend beginning west
for the month was 28.7 with the adults.
portion late Sunday and over
A. Buchanan, 1513 Sycamore, was honored by South Central low of two above zer, being
tate Monday. Highs in the 50s
IWCA SWEETHEART NAMED—Miss Joyce Hopkins, seated, was named Sweetheart of '10
Saturday in the 50s to low 60s Bell Telephone Company for 2.5 years' service on February 15. reported on February 8. the
Correction
Murriy. High Chapter of the Distributive &location Clubs of American last night. Other contests ifs
average
the
month
was
high
for
40s
the
Bvchanan
is
and
also.
a
Hamilton
shown receiving his service pin,
Sunday lowering • to
Wash, clothes advertised by the shoun are, left to right, Sandra Hughes, Jo Beth Benton.
first runner-up, Lynne Sammons, R
Monday.loss in upper 203 to mid watch Presentation was made by G. E. Burton, District Plant 47.4 with the high of 71: being Dollar. Store should have been
'Hudspeth. second runner-up, and Vicky Lowry.
„uriday and in the'20s to near Manager. on the right, and W. E. Byars. Service Foreman, on the recorded on February If. tic- priced -at five cents : 5(1 each.
cm-ihne. to Scott.
Staff photo by Davin 11*
left
30 .Monday.

I
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MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS

PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Ise., Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, Tri-. Calloway T.mea. and
The Tones-Herald, October 20. 1928, and the West Kentuckian.
JaziOary 1. 1942
i.03.N 41.11 Street.Murray.lientae.lyPrk.:e
1916

Bertram S. Brown, M.D., Director
National Institute of Mental Health

JAMES C. VJILLIAMS, PUBLISHER

.uthful Population

We reserve the-Tight TO reject any Adva-taang. Letters to the Editor,
or Public' Voce items attach, m our opmaatt. are not for
this hag
interest of our readets.
NATIONAL REPBEMITATIVW WALLACE WITMER 00_, IKE
Madison Ave. Memphis. Tenn: Tape 4 Lae Bldg. New York. N.Y.
Stephenson Bldg, Detroit, Mach
Entered Daily at trie Post D':.ize Murry. Kentucky. for
transrmssior. as Second.Class Meter
SUBSCIPTION RATES By Carrier = Murray. Per week
35f, Per
Month $1.S2 In Ca1ioway and wejomulg counues, per year. $6.50;
Zones 1 & 2, 113.00. Elsewhere $16.00, Al: service subscript-tow
$8.00.
"The Owastawilieg Celle Asset ef a Commanity is the
lassecrity Si its Nes *paper"

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER•TIMES FILE

The City Council last night authorized the purchase of almost
$1300000 in equipment for the Murray Water and Sewer System
and the Murray Natural Gas System.
Mrs. Maude Wells Clanton, age 81, died yesterday. Another
death reported was Charles Clemmons of Hopkinsville, father of
Mrs. Jame.i Smith of Murray.
South Marshall beat Benton 61 to 47 and North Marshall beat
Murray Douglas 69 to 54 in the semi-finals of the District
Basketball Tournament.
Mrs. Z. C. Herrold and children of Morehead have been the
guests of her mother, Mrs. Ruby Fanner.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMI$ FILE

The new city fire truck will be delivered in sixty to
ninety days.
according to an announcement made by Ha Douglas,
councilman,
at the 4-fleeting of the Murray City Council.
Art works by Norma Jean Farris, Annette Schmidt,
Mrs. James
Roberts, Ed Peck, Martha Nash,and Bill Hess, all of Murray;
are
on display in the Fine Arts building at Murray State
College.
In the semi-finals of the District Basketball
Tournament Sharpe
beat Almo 51 to 44 and Hardin beat Lynn Grove 62 to 49.
Mrs. A. H. Titsworth and children, Steve and Ann,
have been
the recent guests of Mrs. Titsworth's parents in
Columbia.

Clay And F
In Good Pt

_J

THE LEDGER & TIMES

TELEPHONITIS CURE-Mrs. Philip Cole of Pine Township near Pittsburgh looks pleased with her telephonitis
cure-a pay telephone in her downstairs bathroom. It is
the only phone in the area with hot and cold running
water, and it saves on her phone bill.
THIEVES DON'T LW
BITBROUOH,England (UPI)
3 taxi raced up to a local
bank. A man leaped out,
shouting to the driver, "Wait
just a moment, I'll be right
out." As good as his word, he
emerged

minutes

later-with

500 pounds ($1,200), his loot
after a stickup. The driver,
none the wiser dropped him
half a mile away, where the
bandit paid his fare, tipped the
cabbie, and took his leave.

loday, the majority of our
.ouritay's population consists of
yotmg Americans approximately
25 years of age or younger.
It may be hard for some of
us to realize this, for it doesn't
seem too long ago that the in,:reasing aging of the population
was emphasized.
But our total population has
been increasing; and both the
numbers of the aged and of the
young have been growing. The
accent on youth is most striking. Census projections. which
usually turn out to have fair
accuracy, prophesy that both
the number and the percentage
of youth in our population will
continue to increase for at least
the next 10 years.
There is an expected increase
of about 3,000,000 in the 18-24
age group by 1975-and 2,000,000 more by 1980.
During the same time, the
'25-34 age level, will show an
even more marked increase, it
is estimated, with 6,000,000
more of them by 1975 and
5,000,000 more by 1980.
Among the main reasons for
this is the fact that in the
period of about 1960-1968 what
have been called the "War
Babies" came of age. In the depression of the 1930's, the birth
rate declined and was so low
that the 18-24 age group decreased. But World War 11 and
ttie perio.1 immediately after
saw the "Baby Boom," a strikleg birth rate increase.
,
Thus, the results of the

in the composition of today's
population. With mare oldsters
than ever and with over half
the populace being under 25,
there is a decreased number of
adults in the most productive
age group from about 35 to 45
years of age.
Whether we like it or not,
there is little doubt that young
people are, and have been for
some time, of growing and
critical importance in our society. They have placed great
demands upon public services,
such as education, and upon
taxes. This doesn't mean that
they haven't made any contributions as well.
They will make even more;
and an optimistic aspect of the
economics of the situation deserves mention: the "cost" of
these young people of today
will, hopefully, be reversed in
the next decade, as this group
grows older and moves into the
age brackets that constitute the
most productive group in society.
These and other interesting
observations
important
and
about our youth are brought out
in a new report. "Youth in
Turmoil." issued through our
Institute's Center for Studies of
Crime and Delinquency. This
240-page book, Public Health
Service Publication No. 2058,
may' be purchased for $1.00
from the U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington.
D.C. 20402.

By WILLIAM VERIGAP
UPI Sports Writer
NEW
YORK
( UPI)doctor who examined Cast
Clay and Joe Frazier for t
prefight physicals Wednes
predicts Madison Square (
den will be invaded by "fi
dynamite" when the two
together next Monday night.
Taking an impartial vi
point, Dr. Harry Kleim
physician for the New Y
State Athletic Commission,
after examining the fight
that Frazier was "magnifice
and Clay was "amazing."

lir
FLUSHING OUT CLUES?-Senate leaders, Hugh Scott
(bending) of the Republicans and Mike Mansfield of the
Democrats, inspect the men's room in the Capitol in
Washington where the bomb was detonated. "There
have been threats, as many as five a week, over a period
of some months," said Mansfield.
PET ALLIGATOR
FLACKWELL HEATH, England (UF4),-Teacher's pet at
Juniper Hill Junior and Infants'
School this week is named
Sydney, and he's a two-foot
alligator.
Headmaster
Alex
Ferguson said he obtained
Sydney "to teach the children
graphically how animals live
and grow."

..hance from a "Baby Bust" to
' UI ,b;Boom" are clearly seen

ViityAu it( 26ail

®000071;6

Stage Set I
Break Win-

ANNA CALDER MARSHALL

By JOE CARNICIELI41
UPI Sports Writer
The stage is again set
Milwaukee and the Bucks
certain this time they won't
denied.
The Bucks wort their
consecutive game Wednes
night, beating the Los Ang
Uakers 112-97. A victory ton
against the
Buffalo Bet
would give Milwaukee a Nat
al Basketball Association
cord for consecutive triurn
This is Milwaukee's sec
serious run at the mark set
the New York Knicks
season. The Bucks ripped of
straight early in the sea
only to drop a pair of game
• home-and-home series
New York on Nov. 77-28.
Cinch To Tie Record
The Bucks are a virtual
bet to tie the record ton;
wit:
playing
are
They
ha'
preSsure, • already
clinched their divisional t
go against
they
Ann
expansion team that holds
second worst record in
league, winning only 19 o.
games.
Oscar Robertson and
McGlocklin, picking p the s
from Lew Alcindor's 15 poir
his lowest production of
season-combined for 46 pi
to power the Bucks past
.Angeles.
Los 'Angeles was -wit
high-scorer Jerry West,.
underwent surgery Wedne.
and is through for the se
Gail Goodrich's 25 points

TIMOTHY

15 LYS

DACCA
•Inerrir

Isn't It The Truth!

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Warmer Bros. filmed document of the 1969 Woodstock Festival
held at Bethel, New York, attended by 400,000. comes to Salem
aweenali.wtna thru March O. Directed by Michael Wadleies,
"WOOdSTIllek" features 13 top rock attractions

l

Tennessee Governor's
Budget Meets Opposition

Legislature without a lot of
Innuning.
-' House Speaker James McKinkey. D - Nashville, said he
Would have to examine the budget more closely before drawtrig further conclusions, but "it
porries me to the degree that
it will have direct irnpact on
e elderly, 'people living on
ied incomes and retired
people."
Republican Rep." Jack Bow-

t

it ()NAPE(' AOAIN
tli,
heetitil
eiti •I he. I. -t ear -idol I., r !
.1. ''', 'si I. ;
- el Jr. tab,
* .i
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.... I. •Ili :. ii .',! .n.iii e ovv :1ot ., .iets-r---e.ent -tie e
c
le -1 110 0 Li .'•,-. it::1..:a
"SO iito

Z

An oil industry spokesman
voiced concern over the placing
of gasoline under the state
sales tax.
William Fiaga, executive director of the Volunteer State
Oil Committee, said the cost of
taxes to operate the average
car in Tennessee for a year
would be 8209 under Dunn's
plans_
A similar concern came from
Sen. Marshall Nave, R - Elizabethton, a member of the important Fiscal Review Committee.
"I share with the governor
his desire to Liove the state
forward. However, I have reservations about the method of
the method of taxation, particularly the suggestion of broadening the sgtes tax base to include gasoline. If this is implemented, the cost of gas would
increase' about two cents per
gallon."
Sen. William Peeler, D - Waverly said: "Her' broadened the
ax base so much. He has invited the oppOsition of a large
number of people," Peeler said
Rep. John Bragg, D - Mut
,
freesboro. chairman
of the
House Finance. Ways and
Means Committee. said "I adl
mire his guts because I don't
think the people who electec
him expected hint to ask fer
record amount of nets money.'
liwe said "I think there wit
I
• .1 lot of chances
.•

jp.e .

The Power
the passion, the terror
of Emily Bronte s immortal
story of young love
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Children's Movie
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.The story of a boy and
his bear cub friend.
LATE SHOW •
Fri. & Sat. 11:30

Tonite thru Sot.

BRIAN KEITH in

FRIDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
SIng.ng Cone . News All My Children
700 Noon
As the World Turns Let's Make a Deal
.30 soon
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Daniel Boone'Meech Pare.,"
30 Wikl Wild Well
Mcnint
News; Wits,.; SIOOrrS
:3
,West: action News
N.., ABC Evening Ness
:SD NBC NOWT, Mews *es
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The ultimate
Escape Film

-6 1 HIM Chaperral interns
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S
7 :11"
nr'rrbpe
al risinN'
N
Hlirtts, CWhiepa
terns- .
Nam* Of Glen,
Arley Griffith
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The two fighters undervi
their examinations separa.
to avoid any confrontation t
meeting in the
their
Monday night for the 1
vyweight title. After tl
exams, both men returned
their training camps, Frazie
Philadelphia and
Clay
Miami.
The 29-year-old Clay arc
at the Garden an hour a
Frazier had left and kidded
way through the physical.
the end of the exam,
promised to remain in I
York until the fight but the
a sadden change of p1

Open 7 prry Nitely plus
- 1 pm Sat & Sun.
Mm.'1.50 & 75'
.:Tonite thru Tue.

Uncle Sam's Legion of the Ancients;
Many Pensioned Federal Employes Aged

By JONATHAN EDWARDS
bean receiving monthly beneCentral Press Association
fits for at least 45 years, the
Correspontif nt
,longest for 18 years.
Among retirees now receiving
WASHINGTON- The governannuities are a number of con'
ment is marking the 50th anniby Carl Riblet Jr.
tenarians. The oldest is 109. a
versary of the federal retireCleveland, Ohio, city letter carment system. Before the system
Let us be compassionate and stop making Vice went into effect most governrier, Thecphilus May, who now
lives in Middletown, Ohio. The
President Spiro Agnew our national whipping boy. ment employes held on to their
seccad oldest retiree is 107, a
jobs
long as they could beLet us bear with him while he tries to straighten his Cantleasthere
clerk in the Veterans Adminiswere no more annuWashington
trjition's
office.
hook, bring in his slice and lift the ball off the tee.
ities when they retired.
Thirteen others are aged 101
They remained so kiln on the,
103.
TO
jcb that whett. the .rettreeetest
"Golf-a game that makes strong metrti*
,
sratem becarrie - effective 530 of
THE OLDEST civil se:•L'iC? an those who retired were fel years
and weak men lie."
mutant
Wag
Mark
Thrash.
a Nacei or more, the oldest being 93.
-Dictionary of Opinions
tional park Service laborer in
Approximately 4,000 governWiessee Who retired in 1922
ment
employes
immediately
aiol died in 1943 shcrtly befene
took`advantage of the new law.
his 123rd birthday.. When he
One, John C. Hesse. 85, a Civil
ame too feeble to g6 to the
War veteran who won the Contoffice for his check, he sent
gressional Medal of Honor, re90:year-old son. The retiree
tired from the War Department
with the longest federal service.
after 60 years of service.
!WS years, is 91.
•
*,.! All things work together for good to them that love God.-'One of the first annuity
Thoophilus biaiy
HIGHEST
the first pen'Romans 8:28.
checks was mailed to. Ireland
_Hes foe years O014,1fl.
sioners
could
ceive
was
$760
for a retiree who was then en
Some things? No. ALL things. It does not mean things will work
a year and 'It was estimated Albert Ashendim, an employe of route to the 'Old Sod." Today.
together fairly well. The most distressing tragedy is a prelude to
that $2.640,000 a year was paid the Minneapolis Post Office.
some 12,000 annuitants in 90
an even more dramatic resurrection-to those who love God.
out to ietiree_s. Today. 850,000
As.reported by newspaper a ft entintries receive almost $24/
retired civil wetvants and their half century ago, day-long re- million a year in federal civil
survivors reteiVed close to $2 ceptions and celebrations were service benefits:
billion a year in benefits.
held to mark "retirement day."
The retirement laws have
The hcnor for the first pen- "Some bade farewell to th -Ar changed considerably since they
sion claim to be filed went_ to fellow clerks with .amiles," said first went into effect. Federal
Edwin B. SiniOnds, 89, the old- one account, "while others could employes do not work as long.
est man employed in the Bureau not restrain a tear or two when the mandatory age being 70.
of Pensions, who had- worked the time came to say goodbye Each pays into the retirement
there 37 years. The second claim to those by whose sides they fund seven per cent of his salwas that of Louisa Schermer- had toiled for decades."
ary and this sum is matched by
horn, oldest woman in the BuNone of the first retirees is the government. The law pro; NASHVILLE, Tenn. (UPI) - man of Harriman, chairman of reau of Pensions, with 29 years still alive, but
some who retired vides for annuity payments at
$ov. Winfield Dunn's budget the GOP joint caucus, said he of service.
shortty thereafter within the age 55 after 30 years of service.
thought
legislator
every
would
The distinction of receiving first five years are. They In- at age 60 after 20 years and
"let .opposition Monday from
at
the oil industry and predictions agree that Dunn had made a the fit annuity check went to cloth' It ernol.:ve: who have age 82 after five years
from several lawmakers that it "fair search" for additional
"WUTHERING HEIGHTS" at Capri
Would not make it thrugh the revenue.
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I Dream of Jeannie

Brady Bunch
Nanny & the P-r-ofeSso
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:30
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SUN.: "SOUTH PACIFIC"

CINECOM THEATRES
DAILY FILM GUIDE
6333 Nturra
_FV:i I
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Doublo Foatur•
Both Rated X
Doors Open 7:15
HISTORIC LOVERs-cathy and Heathcliff, Emily Bronte's romantic characters from her novel./
"AViithering Heights" are played by Anna ('alder-Marshall and Timothy Dalton in American International's neo so reen version of the immortal classic sshiih shoos tonight thru Tuesday at the
(APR' Pieatre. Filmed in color on England's beautiful Yorkshire Moore:Allis new "Wuthering
Height." is a Samuel 7.. Arkoff-James H Nicholson presentatitin directed by Robert Furst from a
--enpla‘ by Patrick Tilley.
•

1/1

Wed.-Thur.-Fri. Mon.
& Tue cont. from 3:30

MARIE LI LI EDAH L
Also from Sweden
FANNY HILL

Late Show Every Fri.-Sat, 11:30-Adults Only

Ewe um
Mormy Mavbl
Wedge

SUILOORS OP PON
AVINORIALS
Potter With Mow
Ill Ks.. St. PPM

RRA
0 en 6:00.Start 6:4
Fri.-Sat.-Sun.

n
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L * VINCENT * L
PRICE
"Cry of the
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Clay And Frazier Both
In Good Physical Shape

Pro Cage
Standings
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Sports Parade

Pacers May District Tourney Opens
Have Found Tonight At Murray State
Mew Weapon

and hit against, say, a Bob
Gibson.
By United Press International
"What I don't like," says Dal
UPI Sports Writer
decided to return to Miami
East
By WILLIAM VERIGAN
TAMPA, Fla. (UPI)—The Maxvil, the St. Louis Cardinals'
By David 1110
also had a good season, winning
few minutes later.
W. L. Pet GB
UPI Sports Writer
baseball commissioner looked shortstop and player rep, "is
Tournament action begins over such teams as Paducah
concede
Still
to
that
unwilling
24
Virginia
46
.
657
NEW
YORK (UPI)—The
the ballplayer squarely in the that a lot of the drug articles I
tonight in the fourth basketball Tilgham. The two local teams
38 32 .543 8
doctor who examined Cassius he is no longer champion, Kentucky
read in connection with base- By United Press International district as North Marshall High have met twice so far this year.
eye.
33 36 .478 121
Clay and Joe Frazier for their although he was stripped of the New York
2 He was questioning him very ball mention the word 'disci- The Indiana Pacers may have
/
School takes on South Marshall in Calloway won the first clash
31 40 437 151
2 carefully regarding one of his pline.' That gives people the found a new weapon for the
/
prefight physicals Wednesday title in 1967 for refusing to go•Pittsburgh
the Murray State Field House. between the two in their own
Basketball
American
the
upcoming
Clay
into
Army,
brought
Floridians
30
41
423 161
2 teammates.
/
.predicts Madison Square Garidea there has been an abuse.
The two local teams, Calloway Christmas Tournament. Murray
Carolina
29 40 420 161
2 "Now I want you to think, I've never in my life seen a Association playoffs.
/
den will be invaded by "fistic along his championship belt.
County High and Murray High High took the second round in a
All-America
the
Mount,
Rick
"I'll crawl across the ring on
West
dynamite" when the two get
think hard, whether you player taking a hard drug and I
School, both drew a bye in the later regular season game.
my hands and knees, give
from Purdue who has seen little
W. L. Pct. GB and
together next Monday night.
have ever been in the company hope I never do."
upper bracket and will play each
this
Pacers
action with the
48 20 706
Taking an impartial view- Frazier this belt and call him Utah
Dobson: 'Nothing Wrong'
of
when he was
Friday night. Benton will
other
44 23 657 31
2 using marijuana?" The com- Jim Bouton first mentioned season, turned in his finest pro
/
point, Dr. Harry Kleiman, the real champion if he beats Indiana
play the winner of the North-Side
night
Wednesday
performance
said.
Clay
me,"
Memphis
36
35
2
/
131
.507
physician for the New York
ballplayers taking "greenies"
missioner inquired.
noght to finish
in leading the Pacers to a 122- game tomorrow
The 27-year-old Frazier has Denver
25 44 362½.
State Athletic Commission, said
"I don't remember," said the --or pep pills —in his book and
play.
second
out
Texas
22 47 .319 261
2 ballplayer.
/
after examining the fighters made a similar promise.
Chuck Dobson, the Oakland 98 rout of the Memphis Pros. Game time tonight will be 7:30
Mount hit 10-of-17 shots and
•'Do I ,look in shape? Do I
Wednesday's Results
that Frazier was "magnificent"
un- pitcher, tossed another log on
is
answer
"Your
finished with 26 points to lead p m.for the game between North
look like I'm fat?" Clay asked Kentucky 131 Carolina 128
and Clay was "amazing."
he
when
day
other
the
fire
the
commissioner
satisfactory," the
Marshall and South Marshall,
the hundreds of reporters who Utah 139 Denver 106
said he uses them. Dobson said the Indiana attack. Roger The Murray HighCalloway gam(
said.
Pacers,
The two fighters underwent had gathered at the Garden. He Indiana 122 Memphis 98
the
for
25
added
Brown
"Think awhile and I'm sure he sees nothing wrong in doing
their examinations separately was standing when he asked the
who burst out to a 30-20 lead will be first tomorrow night at
Only games scheduled)
so.
remember."
you'll
with the Bentonto avoid any confrontation until question and looked quite trim,
after the first quarter and were 7:00 p. m.
Thursday's Games
"I don't remember," the Tom Seaver does.
By United Press International
their meeting in the ring but when he sat down a roll of New York vs. Pittsburgh
never seriously threatened Marshall game following.
player repeated.
"I took one greenie in my thereafter.
Monday night for the hea- flab appeared around his
Either of the two local teams The ranks of baseball's
at Floridians
History Repeated
life," says the Mets' pitching
vyweight title. After their stomach.
The Indiana victory failed to stands a good chance of taking holdouts were thinned WednesKentucky at Floridians
"Then I'll tell you what you
ace. "Never again."
exams, both men returned to The challenger admitted he ,
gain ground for the second- the District championship. The day when Bog Powell, the
(Only games scheduled)
Commissioner
the
said
do,"
"I just don't need it," Seaver place Pacers as Utah, the Calloway County Lakers have Baltimore Orioles' slugging
their training camps, Frazier to weighed 214 and one of his
angrily. "You leave this office, says. "I consider it a crutch. I
Philadelphia and Clay to handlers said his weight was
Western Division leader, clob- played every game right down to first baseman, and three other
NBA Standings
take the elevator downstairs, took that one greenie in 1965
Miami.
bered Denver 139-106 to the wire, and have given most of American League stars agreed
closer to 217, more than four
By United Press International walk around the block and keep when I was a sophomore at the
2 games in front. their opponents more than they to terms.
/
remain 31
The 29-year-old Clay arrived pounds over
previous
his
walking until you do remember.
Atlantic Division
University of Southern Califor- Kentucky downed Carolina 131- wanted in the way of a contest. Powell, the AL's most valuaat the Garden an hour after heaviest fighting weight.
W. L. Pet. GB Don't come back up here before nia ... When I had three finals
128 in the only other ABA The Murray High Tigers have ble player in 1970 , compromFrazier had left and kidded his Frazier has gotten his weight
New York
47 26 .644
you're ready to give me the coming up within a 72-hour
ised from his stand for $100,000
way through the physical. Near down to 207 and plans to taper
game.
Philadelphia
42 32 .568 51
2 answer."
/
period and had to stay up two Ron Boone had 28 points and
and accepted $90,000 after a 15the end of the exam, he off his workouts the next two
Boston
39 34 .534 8
minute talk with Harry Dalton,
promised to remain in .New days. He will box today and
It was commissioner Kene- nights studying I tried the George Stone added 20 to help
Buffalo
19 54 .260 28
greenie. What happened?... I Utah beat the Rockets. Red
the Orioles' director of player
York until the fight but then in Friday before returning to New
with
Landis
Mountain
w
a
Central Division
couldn't close my eyes for four Robbins had 16 rebounds and
persmnel, at Miami, Fla.
a sadden change of plans, York.
W. L. Pct. GB problems of his own 35 years
days. It made me light-headed. blocked five shots for the Stars,
Powell ranks No. 3 on the
go.
1st District
Baltimore
38 33 .535
world champions' salary list,
I passed all three of those who scored their sixth victory
finally
question
in
At
Mal
Carlisle
player
The
29 44 .397 10
Atlanta
behind Frank and Brooks
exams, but I'd never do what I in a row and 18th in the last 21
TONIGHT
27 45 .375 111
2 id come back to Landis' office did again. Especially playing
/
Cincinnati
County ra Tunas
7.30—Pultoe
Robinson,,and just ahead of
games.
answer
his
and
answer
an
with
ft:i
City
12 60 .167 261
Cleveland
2
/
three-time 20-game winner
was no, he had never been in ball. I figure the more control I Larry Cannon had 20 points
Midwest Division
2nd District
Dave McNally, who has an
have over my mental faculties, to lead Denver.
particular
this
of
company
the
As rIashresni
W. L. Pct. GB
$85,000 contract. Both Powell
the better I'll perform."
Rookie Dan Issel, the league's
TONIGHT
at
time
infielder
he
any
that
11
62
...
.849
x-Milwaukee
(ID
and Dalton said they were
leading scorer, hit for 35 points 703—St Starr re
44 26 .629 161
gchiago
2 could swear he was using
/
high for the Lakers.
happy with the terms of the
By JOE CARNICELV
including seven straight points
Jay
Hebert
Named
marijuana.
44 27 .620 17
3rd District
In other NBA action, Phoenix Phoenix
UPI Sports Writer
contract.
in the last six minutes in
The episode comes back now
At Lewes>
Cup
Ryder
Captain
28
42
2
/
181
.600
Detroit
The stage is again set for stopped Chicago 115-90, Cincint
over
Tommy Harper, who had one
victory
TONIGHT
in light of the seminars on
PALM BEACH GARDENS, Kentucky's
7 30--Srmsoola re Sedalia ti
Milwaukee and the Bucks are nati downed Baltimore in X-Clinched div. title
the best all-around seasons
of
Carolina.
by
conducted
being
drugs
forFla.
— Jay Hebert,
Pacific Division
certain this time they won't be overtUrne 133-132, Atlanta beat
in the majors last season,
Issers late spurt senj the
Bowie Kuhn.
and
mer
champion
veteran
PGA
L.
W.
Pct.
District
GB
4th
San Francisco 109-105 and in a
denied.
signed with the Milwaukee
Colonels ahead and Kentucky
(At Murray shit.)
45 27 .629 .m. He really is beating an old of the tour, was named today
The Bucks won their 17th doubletzeitier -at_ Boston_ Phi- Los Angeles
Brewers; Mike Andrews, acheld off Joe Caldwell's one-man
TONIGHT
RyderU.S.
the
Cup
of
captain
horse.
2
1
20- f.San Francisco 36 37 .493 9/
consecutive game Wednesday ladelphia ripd.
charge. Caldwell hit 12 of the 7:30—North Marshall vs South quired from the Boston Red Sox
Britmeet
will
which
team
Use
golf
Drug
Hard
No
Marshall
33 40 .452 121
2
/
night, beating the Los Angeles 104 and the Celtics trimmed San Diego
during the winter, agreed to
last 15 Cougar points including
31 40 .437 131
Seattle
2 During the more than 30 ain's top professional golfers in
/
terms with the Chicago White
Lakers 112-97. A victory tonight San Diego 128-113.
goals
field
competition in St. three three-point
biennial
the
baseball
around
District
been
I've
years
5th
Portland
23 49 .319 22
Suns Gain on Bulls
against the Buffalo Braves
(At Marion)
Sox and Vada Pinson signed
from behind the 25-foot mark.
Louis, Sept. 17-19.
or
dozen
half
a
only
of
know
I
Wednesday's. Results
TONIGHT
would give Milwaukee a Nation- Clem Haskins and Dick Van
with the Cleveland Indians.
He finished with 33 points.
so players who ever tried
7.30—Trta Cra ri. Caldwell Co.
PHILADELPHIA (LPL)
al Basketball Association re- Arsdale teamed for 51 points as Philadelphia 120 Portland 104
On othec fronts: Denny
The victory left second-place
did
who
Those
marijuana.
Jim- Bunning of the Phaties is Kentucky eight games behind
cord for consecutive triumphs. the Suns broke Chicago's seven- Cincinnati 133 Balt 132 tot)
McLain struck out three of the
lark.
a
for
it
did
usually
Regional
Metro
in major Virginia in the East.
This is Milwaukee's second game winning streak. Phoenix Boston 128 San Diego 113
first four batters he faced but
(At
As far as hard drugs go I the second pitcher
TONIGHT
serious run at the mark set by pulled within a half game of Milwaukee 112 Los Angeles 97 don't believe it would be league histOty to win 100
gave up one run and two hinaill•
90
Pops
vs.
a.)
Co.
115
Chicago
7.10-4rtrovolis
games in each league. Bunning
the New York Knicks last the Bulls in the battle for the Phoenix
three innings in his intra-squad
use
to
player
a
for
possible
Atlanta 109 San Francisco 105
Cy Young, a 511 major BANTAMWEIGHT TITLE
season. The Bucks ripped off 16 runnerup slot in the Midwest
still joitted
and
habitually
them
/inns Regional. game debut with the WashingMEXICO CITY I UPI)—World
league game winner, last Augton Senators ... Jack Hiatt,
straight early in the season Division.
any
perform. I don't think
games
champion
bantamweight
boxing
over
.(Only
scheduled)
win
6-5
ust I I with his
Norm Van Lier's technical
TONIGHT
acquired from the Chicago
only to drop a pair of games in
stupid
be
would
ballplayer
for
Bunning
will
leave
Chucho Castillo
Tie—Cadre re Crasttu7
Games
the Houston Astros.
Cubs during the winter, had a
# home-and-home series toLtia foul shot with two seconds left *tuteatoThursday's
'enough to give himself a fix buss *leo hurled
game
-hit
no
Milwaukee
at
Los Angeles March 15. for his
In overtirii lifted Cincinnati
triple and two single in the
New York on Nov. 27-28.
there
up
stand
to
try
then
and
VII
Region
third championsikip encounter
in each Icaulie
r Only game scheduledl
past the Bullets and spoiled
1-fotiston Astros' tritta-squad
tAt PCCI
Cinch To Tie Record
with Ruben Opivares scheduled
TONIGHT
game and is 5-for-6 for the
The Bucks are a virtual sure Baltimore's chances of clinchti
MO
April
Ulla
ire
2.
7101—Ceahama
spring.
bet to tie the record tonight. ing the Central Division crown.
1100—Martta College vs. Marls MI
without Van Lier, who had 22 point
playing
They are
having and 18 assists, was awarded the
preSsure, already
clinched their divisional title. shot when Baltimore called an
Ann they go against an extra time out.
expansion team that holds the Sam Lacey' and Tom Van
second worst record in the Arsdale had 23 points each for
the world coampions will be 'super sub,' is likely to play
By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
league, winning only 19 of 73 the Royals while Fred Carter of
with big Boog Powell, the somewhere as much as any of
33
-high
back
career
a
with
Baltimore
games.
League's "Most Va- these
Editor
American
Sports
UPI
Oscar Robertson and Jon points.
Behind the plate Weaver
Pete Mavich scored 13 of his MIAMI, Fla. (UPI 1— Last luable Player,'• at first base
McGlocklin, picking p the slack
will team lefthanded
again
the
Earl Weaver and Brooks Robinson,
from Lew Alcindor's 15 points— game-high, 33 points in the last Spring, Manager
.242,
and "Most hitting 'Ellie Hendricks,
the
vacuum
on
squarely
himself
human
put
Hawks
the
boost
to
quarter
his lowest production of the
Andy Etcherighthanded
and
World
the
in
Player"
Baltimore
his
saying
Valuable
by
.pot
Lou
Francisco.
San
season—combined for 46 points past
were likely to win Series, at third base as barren, .243.
to power the Bucks past Los Hudson had 28 points for the Orioles
The bullpen brigade is led b-y
world championship. the
baseball's
-game
2
/
11
a
held
who
Hawks,
,Angeles.
Dave Johnson, left Pete Richert, who was 7-2
anchors.
putting
he's
infield
now
—and
did
They
second
for
Cincinnati
over
lead
Los Angeles was -without
average.
on the same spot. who hit .281, is back at second with a 1.96 earned run
high-scorer Jerry West, who place in the Central Division. himself back
Hall,
Dick
-old
41-year
and
looking
short,
say flat out that and Belanger at
underwent surgery Wednesday Nate Thurmond led the War- "I can't
Because to improve on his .218 bat mark righthanded who was 10-5.
win.
to
going
'we're
25.
with
riors
and is through for the season.
Lefty Jackson was 5-15 with the
Archie Clark had 28 points anything can happen," says of last season.
Gail Goodrich's 25 points were
Phils and righthander Tom
better
36-yeara
his
have
again
The outfield
and Billy Cunningham added 22 Weaver. "But we
also acquired from San
to lift Philadelphia over Port- chance than anybody else. We old Frank Robinson, .306, in Dukes,
was 1-6.
Diego,
in
.272,
Buford,
Don
talent."
and
right
more
have
34-point
White's
Jo
Jo
and
land
There are Jew rookies in the
effort offset a 35-point burst by The world champions go into left with Paul Blair, who hit
camp, and perhaps
Orioles'
coming
Elvin Hayes as Boston stopped 1971 with exactly the same only .267 last year after
this modern
tarting lineup as last year, and back from a beaning in early none will stay. In
the _Rockets
be served
irtually the same entire squad. season, probably ready to take world, youth may
the world
of
home
the
at
but
Mery
center.
in
again
over
in
is
e chief difference
just yet
not
Orioles,
champion
NEW YORK City—Controller itching. Pat Dobson was Rettenmund, the .322-hitting
Diego
San
the
from
cquired
Beame
D.
Abraham
said Wednesday he had "grave Padres as a probable fourth
misgivings" about Mayor Lind- starter and Grant Jackson from
say's announcement that the the Philadelphia Phils for the
city is prepared to acquire and relief corps.
INGI.EWOOD, Calif. UPI )— to be in the playoffs."
National
renovate Yankee Stadium at an The Orioles are all set for the Jerry
West, averaging 27,1 points
West, the
first three starting jobs, of Basketball Association's scoring per game for the NBA's Pacific
estimated cost of $24 million.
course, with their three 20- champion a year ago, will miss Division leaders, underwent
another game winners —lefthanders the playoffs with torn ligaments surgery at Centinela Valley
need for
The
Hospital here Wednesday night
stadium,' said Beanie, "should Mike Cuellar (24.8) and Dave in his right knee.
be balanced against the need McNally 124.91 and righthander The Los Angeles Lakers' to repair the torn ligament Dr.
for housing, schools, libraries, Jim Palmer (20-10). Weaver superstar suffered the injury at Frank Jobe described West's
hospitals and other facilities." was quoted during the winter Buffalo Tuesday night and was immediate post-operative condias saltiq that Dobson, who had flown back to Los Angeles tion as excellent and said he
a 14-15 record for the Padres, Wednesday where the diagnosis will be hospitalized for four or
SKI FLYING MEET
IRONWOOD, Mich. (UPI)— could gve the Orioles "four 20- was made by Dr. Robert five days. •
The loss of West, the all-time
Kerlan, the team's physician.
The Copper Peak ski flying game winners."
playoff
in
scorer
meet, canceled last weekend "I didn't say that," Weaver "Terry took it real tough," leading
because of high winds and insisted. "I said we now have general manager Fred Schaus competition, is a staggering
heavy snow, has been resche- four potential 20-game win- said. "He's such a tough blow to the Lakers' playoff
ners."
competitor. He wanted so badly hopes.
duled for March 12-14.
Los Angeles has been in the
finals the past three years but
the job of getting there again
now seems almost impossible.,
CHECK and CORRECT:
especially since I,ew Alcindor
...Brakes .-Steering .-Shocks b-Tires .-Exhaust System
and the Milwaukee Bucks are
in the sam Western conference
.-Turn Signals -Wipers k-Washers 00
.4,
this season.
'-Defrosters '-Safety
ABA Standings

(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.)
By MILTON RICHMAN

Boog Powell
Signs With
Baltimore r

CAGE
CARD

Stage Set For Bucks To
Break Win-Streak Record

pico

Weaver PredictsChampionship
For Orioles Again This Year

SPRING

BOAT SHOW

Saturday & Sunday, Match 3 & 14
Over

100

BOATS ON DISPLAY!

BOATS MOTORS & TRAILERS

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE
753-8119

West Lost For Season

of Various Makes, Types and Sizes
(Fishing Boats - Runabouts - Inboard - Pontoon Inboard/Outboard, up to 24 ft., and Etc.)

We Carry A Complete Line of
Fishing Tackle and Marine
Supplies
* OVER '500 IN DOOR PRIZES! *
Be sure to register.

You do not have to be present to win!

CAUTION

CONTROL
YOUR CAR'S
CONDITION

'-Mirrors

MACK & MACK
SPORT-A-RAMA

Belts *-Glass
Boor Locks '-Horn

JOIN THE DRIVE FOR SAFETY

kirel

PARKER FORD, INC.
701 Main Street

6

Merray, Kentucky
_

EASTERN HOCKEY STARS
NEW
YORK ( UPI)—The
Eastern Hockey League Wednesday selected Pierre Brind'
Amour of the New Haven
Blades and Ron Low of
Jacksonville as co inners of
the Rookie of the Year Award.
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Norman Klapp, Gladys Hale,
Thursday, March 4
The Town and Country Bertha Jones, and Carl Harrison.
J
1...
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Jules Harcourt, Chapter M of the P.E.O.
1710 Magnolia, at 7:30 p.m.
Sisterhood will meet at the home
of Mrs. George Hart at 7:30 p.m.
The Baptist Young Women of Annual reports will be given and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Taylor of
Sparta, Ill., announce the birth of
the Memorial Baptist Church will officers will be elected.
meet at the home of Mrs. Max
a baby girl, Allison Elaine,
The annual observance of
Reed at seven p.m.
weighing eight pounds three
Another delightful courtesy
World Day of Prayer will be held
ounces, born on Sunday, extended to Mrs. Calvin Wells
The Garden Department of the at St. John's Episcopal Church,
February 28, at 1:56 p.m. at a Overbey, the former Glenda
Murray Woman's Club will meet 1620 Main, at seven p.m. The
hospital in Belleville,
Doran, was the bridal breakfast
blic is invited to this service
at the club house at two p.m. with
The new father is a teacher of-held in the main dining room of
the program by Mrs. Harold and to use the church all day for
industrial arts at the Sparta High the Holiday Inn on Saturday,
1
Douglas. Hostesses will be private prayer.
School.
February 27, at nine-thirty
Charter members honored. Miss Cappie Beak,left, and Mrs. L.
Mesdames Noel Melugin, Greg
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. o'clock in the morning.
E. Owen were the honorees at the charter members luncheon of
Miller, Eurie Warren, Kenton The Waiting Wives Club will.
Alfred Taylor and Mr. and Mrs. The gracious hostesses for the
the Magazine Club Thursday. Pinning violet corsages on them are
meet at the home of Mrs. Sharon
Miller, and R. E. Moyer.
Bill Peery, all of Murray Route charming
occasion
were
Mrs. W.Z. Carter, left, and Mrs. L. J. Hortin.
Stubblefield, 1669 Ryan Avenue,
One. A great grandmother is Mesdames Evelyn Wilson, W. C.
Women of the Moose will meet at 7:30 p.m. For information call
Mrs. Choice Taylor of Murray. Elkins, Galen Thurman, Joe
at the Moose Lodge at 7:30 p.m. 753-9622.
Dick, John Nanney, Phillip
All officers are asked to wear
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Cun- Mitchell, James Weatherly, Jack
pastel formals.
ningham of Murray Route Two B. Kennedy, and Harold Hopper.
Sunday, March 7
are the parents of a baby girl, Mrs. Overbey chose to wear for
Women of the Moose will attend
Murray state's Symphonic the Mid-Winter conference at
Denese, weighing seven pounds the event a brown suede dress
Brass Choir will be presented at Madisonville. Transportation
9,2 ounces, born on Tuesday, and was presented a beautiful
The Magazine Club honored introduced by Mrs. Carter.
March 2, at 2:55 p.m. at the corsage of spring flowers by the
two charter members Thursday Mrs. Owen spoke of the history the Recital Hall at eight p.m. available and all members are
Murray-Calloway County hostesses. She was also the
:in the luncheon program at the of the organization and read 'th Dr. Wayne Sheley as con- urged to attend. Contact any
ctor. No admission charge.
officer for a ride.
Hospital.
Woman's Club House. Miss parts from a history of the club
recipient of a lovely wedding gift
They have two other daughters, from the hostesses.
Cappie Beale and Mrs. L. E. written by the late Mrs. Jack
sses.
Mrs.
A.
W.
Russell
was
the
Rev. James Wilkinson of
Deana, age seven, and Dana, age
Owen are the only living mem- Beale.
Friday,
March
5
writer of the last eleven years.
212. The father is self employed .The tables were overlaid with
bers of the original 18.
The Murray-Calloway County Fulton will preach and celebrate
Holy Community at 10:30 a.m. at
as a farmer and employed at the white cloths and centered with
The club was organized 61 Mrs. Owen said the aim of the Senior Citizens
Club will have a
Murray Division of the Tappan gorgeous arrangements of
years ago with the membership club was intellectual developSt. John's Episcopal Church,
potluck
luncheon
at
the
social
Company.
consisting of cultural minded ment of the members and hall of the First
Main and Broach.
freshspring flowers in wicker
Miss
Letitia
Orr
Jan
United
Methodist
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. baskets. Place cards in the bridal
young ladies living in Murray. community welfare. The motto Church at
noon. Hosts and
I' or [moiling water over
The engagement of Miss Letitia Jan Orr to Michael Lynn Morgan Cunningham of Murray motif were used.
Twelve of them lived within two was and is "We rest, we rust.' hostesses
are Otis Harrison, Mr. cooking apples just before they
The first president was Mrs:
harnett has been announced by her parents, Mrs. Tommy Chrisp, Route Two and Mr. and Mrs. Miss Mary Alice Doran, sister
blocks of each other.
and Mrs. Willie Hale, and are peeled. Less of the apple
of Gatesborough Estates, Murray, and Johnny Orr, of Hazel Harry Key of Farmington Route of the honoree, kept the guest
The meeting Thursday was Solon Higgins. The first secretary Mesdames 0.
C. McLemore, will be removed with the skin.
Mrs.
Owen.
was
Route Two. The groom elect's parents are Mr. and Mrs. Glen One. A great grandmother is register. Places were marked for
presided over by the president,
Barnett of Hazel.
Mrs. L. J. Hortin. Mrs. Jessie Miss Beale spoke of the
Mrs. Donie Cunningham of fifty persons.
Roane asked the blessing before achievements of the club, listing
Murray Route Two:
Miss
Orr
is
presently
a
senior
at
Murray
High
School.
She
is
two major ones, the sponsoring of
the meal.
enrolled
at
Murray
State
University, where she will be majoring
When she went to the chopRun the sewing machine
The tables were decorated with the chatauqua, eight years and
in secretarial science.
needle through steel wool a ping block, Mary Queen of
purple ribbon running through the building of the $4,000.00 six
few times if it has been catch- Scots wore her favorite wig,
Mr. Barnett is•erimloyed by Parker Motors.
the center and baskets filled with casket mausoleum in the city
say fashion historians.
iitg on fine fabrics.
cemetery.
She
explained
that
this
A
June
wedding
is
planned.
Dutch iris`and baby breath. Place
cards tied with violets marked required several years and the
cooperation of the city.
the seating arrangement.
Scattered along the length of Miss Beale also related that the
the three tables were year books beginning dues were fifty cents
of the programs and activities as compared to the $2.00 now. The
through the club's history. These club has given scholarships to
were from the library of Miss help girls in the University here
Beale. Mrs. W. Z. Carter arld and cooperated with all major
Mrs. Stanford Hendrickson
Mrs. C. S. Lowry were hostesses. civic projects. She told of a
pened her home on Hickory
The honorees were presented chatauqua artist, Alice Neilson,
ve for the meeting of the
corsages of violets at the coming to town in a private
essie Ludwick Circle of the
beginning .01 the luncheon, and railroad car and living in it while
ollege Presbyterian Church
she was in Murray. To make
eld on Tuesday, March 2, at onemoney for the projects, the club
By Abigail Van Buren
hirty o'clock in the afternoon.
sponsored talent programs and
^ A very interesting and enrecalled the interest in the
DEAR ABBY: My daughter and I are in total tertaining
was
program
-Wornaniess Wedding- held in
ted by Mrs. Hendrickson
disagreeing* over a matter I wish you would settle. Becky
www4w
the first auditorium built by the
binds-up.
ab is 111, Vsitkeb makes her an authority ea Who showed colored slides taken
e to the bad weather we wilt even Friday, March 5, instead of
Normal School, the now
were
husband
and
her
trierythint. Shi"ittends college away from home. Becky now while she
* Thursday, March 4, as we had planned.
University
goes braless and says most of her girlfriends do, too When working in the country of
The Kentucky Association of
The charter members included
She
years.
for
four
Afghanistan
Becky
was
home
for
vacation
she
wore a bra only as a
Nursing Students has selected Miss Beale, Mrs. Owen,
concession to me, but she wasn't happy about it. 1. should discussed the customs of th
Miss Becky Selwitz of Benton, as Mesdames J. H. Coleman, Asher
people there and showed special
explain that Becky is full-bosomed.
the Nursing Student of the month Graham, Will Harris, Solon
items
made by the people. Mrs.
I
told
Becky
that
common sense should tell her that a
of February. The selection was Higgins, Walter Johnson, 0. J.
full-bosomed girl needs to wear a bra for support, and if she Hendrickson has many lovely
announced Saturday, February Jennings, George Upchurch,
goes without that support, in time all her muscles and tissues pieces of furniture, works of art,
20, 1971, at the Nursing Building George McLarin, Riley Miller,
will be stretched and broken down and she will look like an jewelry, and pottery from
Open House.
Tom Morris, A. J. G. Wells, Lula
Afghanistan.
old cow. Becky says I am all wrong and old-fashioned.
Miss Selwitz is a sophomore in Risenhoover and H. B. Scott;
Mrs. Ohs McNelis, chairman,
Abby,
will
you
please
State
tell
Murray
her?
She
won't
listen
to me,
nursing at
Misses Tommie Kirkland and
read
an inspiring message on
and
I
don't want to be in a position of telling her, "I told you
University with a 3.09 overall Rennie Rowlett.
The Golden Rule As Your
"Using
so," if she winds up wearing a size 42 Quadruple F cup by
average. She is active in her Mrs. Upchurch, Mrs. E. A.
Yardstick of Life". Mrs. Olive
the time she's 30.
student organization, serving on Tucker, Mrs. W. H. Mason, and
Hagan gave the devotion on
If I am wrong I will shut up But if I'm right, I'd like her
the policies committee. She is Mrs. Leslie Putnam, members of
with her scripture
"Faith"
to find out before it is too late
also a member of the Young the club, have died in the past
MIDWEST MOM
reading from the fifth chapter of
Republicans Club on campus.
year.
DEAR MOM: If Becky's bra size is 34 B or larger.-ahe Romans.The opening prayer was,*
She was chosen for the honor A card, signed by those present
seeds
a bra for support. IF. S. More women look like "old led by Mrs. Charles Crawford.
position by her instructors and at the luncheon, was sent to a sick
During the social hour refreshcows"
because they wore ill-fitting bras rather than none at
her fellow classmates.
member, Mrs. Clyde Downs.
ments of coffee and. cake were
all.'
Present at the special program
served by Mrs. Hendrickson to.
EtiMho Pucci. who ehmlgeft included guests: Mesdames
persons present.
DEAR ABBY: Please tell me who is right. I have a ttpe nine
the look of airline hostesses in Bethel Richardson, Donald
teen-age daughter who will soon be ready for dating. I have a
1966 when he created the lint
Keller, John Livesay, C. B. Ford,
-7_ airline "coutouri wardrobe:"
sister in law who has a daughter the same age.
G.B.Scott, Matt Sparkman, Will
for Braniff International hosWe were talking, and I told my sister in law that if a_ boy
Moore Beale, Bryan Tolley, A. M.
tesees, opposes the rnich for
ever tried to take my daughter's virtue against her w17/
Alexander,
Hillis
McKenzie,
Henry Wilson Boyd of Murray
stewardemws. •• -The midi is
would rather have her submit and come out of it unharmed
Barker, Gaylord
out of -place on an airline William
s been dismissed from the*
than to put up a struggle and perhaps get killed. Even if my has
Forrest,
Hugh
Houstbn,
Grady
hostess, - Pucci said.
prefer
Western Baptist
daughter
were
to
become
pregnant
we
could
bear it together, Paducah.
Z: the above-the-knee look It's Crawford, Humphrey Key, Miss
but I would rather have my daughter alive in any shape.
young and dy
Puce
'
. Maude Nance. Other members
My sister in law thinks I am out of my mind. What's
slid the longer hemline was present were Mesdames J. I.
\ %%%%%%%\N•N‘..\\ %%%%%%\N%\%•
,
0.0..\\%%\5%.,%%,
your opinion?
•5\NN\N
A LOVING MOTHER
ane at horm, but not for an Hosick, R. W. Churchill, F. E.
aetivr , w4ker on an airplane. Crawford, Carlisle CUtchin, E. S.
DEAR MOTHER: I don't think you and your Sister in
Ferguson, George Hart, R. A.
* •*
Law are communicating. I am sure your sister in law would
Johnston, Jack Kennedy, A. C.
rather have her daughter "alive in any shape." too. But if
-lo
prevent mushrooms LaFollette, E. A. Lundquist,
she actually would rather see her daughter dead than the
- from shrinking when they are Henry McKenzie, A. W. Russell.
living victim of a rapist. I think she eou d be out of her
grilled, blanch them in boiling 0. C. Wells, Ralph Woods. Hess
before Crossland, J. C. Winter, and Miss
mind.
water
immediately
,-aaking
Roberta Whitnah.
DEAR ASSY: I'd like to make a comment on the My Lai
incident: I served in Viet Nam at the same time as IA. Calley.
[Same division, same brigade, but different battalion 1 What
that man and his men are being tried for was, and probably
still is, an everyday occurrence over there. I have seen so
cerMrs. Raymond E. Carter was workers, blankets and gift
many of those peaceful people murdered, raped and beaten I
, elected president of Church tificates for refugees and
thought I'd go crazy before I got out of that country.
Women United of Murray and destitute children, the sale of
No single similar occurrence in my unit was on so large a
or
Trick,
fot
Calloway County at the annual UNICEF cards
"-scale as My Lai, but if I were to total all the men, women
business meeting held Friday, Treat, contributions to Douglas
and children we shot because they looked like V. C. in the
the
.February 26, in the educational Center, and the offering of
age group between 15 and 40 or were too scared to stand still
Coin.
the
Lost
Fellowship
of
building of the First United
when we approached, you could double the number as were
Other officers elected to serve
Methodist Chutch.
killed at My Lai
were
Mrs.
Carter
Mrs.
aith
'The new president moved to
I am not defending IA Calley, I am only saying that if
'Nfiiriay from Kansas about two Alfred Lindsey, Jr., first vicethe Army and the people must judge that man and his men
years ago and has worked both presiVrit; Mrs. Michael Garthen they had better judge me and the three million other
nationally and internationally in done, second vice-president:
men that lulled'Utile in that hell-hole
secretary;
Graves,
W.
B.
Mrs.
this preanization. Her husband is
1 learned one thing Life over there is no more worth the
McKenzie,
Henry
professor of speech at Murray Mrs.
time and effort it takes to pull the trigger.
Fain,
--treaster4ri-Mr-1.
1GaIerV
C.
. .1,i rTflAITSHF.
-BEEN THERE
Thu outgoing president, Mrs. publicity chairinan.
: .Corbet Fagless. gave some A rising vote of thanks was
DEAR BEEN: Thank you. soldier. And to She American
eetliTal information on Church given to the outgoing officers for
• people as a whole. I say. "Judge not lest ye be judged!"
serand
effective
faithful
their
l'. non Urilted and announced
What's your problem! You'll feel better if you get it off
•
tht I 'cull lenical Assembly to be vice in the past year.
year chest. Write to %SKY, Boa 69700, Los Angeles. Cal.
'- held in
tic,i, Kansas April 22- Preceding the meeting coffee
1
2
and sweet rolls were served by
Ma. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
:1. 19:1
Britton,
twee**.
- Mrs Is } I it-a%
secretary. Mrs. William B.
Society
gave
t.,1,111!,:hts of the president of the Women's
•.
of Christian Seiviee of the First
- For Abby's mew booklet. "What Teen-Agers Want to
vent *it .1,
Church.
Methodist
United
•
ineluded
••
Know." send II to %bby..Boz 69700. I.os Angeles. ('al. 900119.
migrant
\\"
•••• %%%•••• N‘No%\
5N%

FBIRTHSj Bridal Breakfast
Held At Holiday
For Mrs. Overbey

•

Dr. L. V. Henson eumi
printed around the turn of t

Dr. LV. Hen
98th

Miss Cappie Beale And Mrs. L. E. Owen
Honored At The Charter Luncheon Held
By The Magazine Club At Club House

She gets no support
from mom on bra issue

Hendrickson Home
Scene Of Jessie
Ludwick Meeting

**************************1

GIRLS"
A New Place To Shop...*

iThe Fashion Shac

.Miss Bedy Selwitz
Selected Nursing
student Of Month

:
,3t Will Open Friday, March 5
:
9:00 - 5:00

*

Dr. L. V. Henson, 103
14th Street, Benton; retil
Baptist Minister, believes t
his birthday on March 8,
make him the oldest Marst
County citizen still out and a
to enjoy watching Marsh:
County change.
"Marshall County is vt
derfully blessed," he si
"People have been able
get and hold jobs that in
them a good living." It
not always so during his 1
lifetime. He remembers w
Marshall County did not fari
well in its offer ofjob secur
A half hour with ''Broth
Heason still is better the
week of preaching from mi
He is a Samuel, so to spt
in that few words "tall to
ground." An ordinary mini
sation with this Man of(
whose brain still sends m
train ministers to be admini
trators and under-train thi
to be preachers of the goat
message. He laughed ands:
he might be sounding off.
If that is sounding off, he t
the amount of wisdom tr
which to speak and should
heard. May his tribe Mere&
Dr. Henson taught sch
prior to ordination as a Hi
tist minister. He preach
first at Flint Baptist Chu.
in Calloway County. Utter,
served churches at liar
Calvert City, Benton. h
Bethel, Hazel,Cherry Corn
Elm Grove, Locust Grove,S
em, Farmington and Wia
Itentucky and Trezevant, '1)
WSsee.
Dr. Henson has one b

*
*

** FEATURING NAME BRANDS I
:AT UNBELIEVABLE LOW PRICES! ;If
*
*
•
*
*
* HOT PANTS*
*
Pant—S-uits - Scooter Skirts - Knit Tops Shorts - Swimwear - Dresses

COME IN AND BROWSE

A844
"
44\

Located next door to the Dairy Queen and across from *
)1—jBlalock Grocery
(The old Wig Warehouse). *

GEORGE WASHINGT0t,
Republican Leader Hui
caused by the bomb Ur
—the Washington mein
. Cnuntry escaped seriot:
the Revolutionary War
General Irafaye

REOPENING!!

Mrs. Raymond Carter Elected President
Of Church Women United For Coming Year

SPE

THURSDAY, MARCH 4

Sue & Charlie's
Restaurant

T-BONE S
CLUB STE
PRICE INCLUDES

SERVING THOSE FAMOUS
FISH DINNERS
Mile West of KenLake State Park,
Hwy. 68 & 80

SM114

G red

0

U.S.641 North
4
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Wall Street Church Services Are Too
Chatter Often Dull and Routine

s • •'
Dr. L. V. Henson examines a very old Holman Bible
printed around the turn of the century.

—Dr-14-V-1--Henson To Celebrate
98th Birthday
m„y Redmon
t)Y
E

Dr. L. V. Henson, 103 W.
14th Street, Benton; retired
Baptist Minister, believes that
his birthday on March 8, will
make him the oldest Marshall
County citizen still out and able
to enjoy watching Marshall
County change.
"Marshall County is wonderfully blessed," he said.
"People have been able to
get and hold jobs that make
them a good living." It was
not always so during his long
lifetime. He remembers when
Marshall Courdy did not tare so
well in its offer of job security.
A half hour with ''Brother"
Henson still is better thare.a
week of preaching from most.
He is a Samuel, so to speak,
In that few words "fall to the
ground." An ordinary conversation with this titian of God,
whose brain still sends mestrain ministers to be adminia.
trators and under-train them
to be preachers of the gospel
message. He laughed and said
he might be sounding off.
If that is sounding off, he has
the amount of wisdom from
which to speak and should be
-beard. May his tribe increase!
• Dr. Henson taught school
• prior to ordination as a Baptist minister. He preached
first at Flint Baptist Church
In Calloway County. Later, he
served churches at Hardin,
Calvert City, Benton, New
Bethel, Hazel, Cherry Corner,
Elm Grove, Locust Grove,Salem, Farmington and Wingcer
kentucky and Trezevant, Teta.'
nessee.
Dr. Henson has one book

sages to its depths for ananswer, cleans the cobwebs and
sends the hearer on his way
with determination to do something worthwhile, being sure
that God gets the credit.
Dr. Henson believes that too
much advice is being givei
from pulpits in this day Wan
age, in proportion to the real
gospel that ought to be preached. Men are prone to betaken
up with what they do, he indicated; ministers preach too
much about what they see,wbat
they have accomplished and
neglect the gospel.
This veteran of preachers
also believes that the word
should be preached in plain,
simple language that a person
vita a limited education can
understand without running to a
dictionary. He honestly feels
that seminaries today overof sermons in print. "The
Precious Word and Other Sermons," published in 1960,contains eleven messages preached during his active ministry.
He has others that he would like
to publish. The cost of printing appears to make the project prohibitive, but with his
determination and a couple of
more years, he may leave an
additional legacy of his
preaching for posterity.
Dr. Henson was born in
the Olive Community of Mar..
shall County to JohnandNancy
Henson. His wife, Nancy Gold
Henson, is deceasedandhe ree
sides with his daughter Lucile
Lilly. A son, John tiold
son, now lives in Dallas, Texas.

NEW
YORK (UPI)—The
stock market is beginning to
"sense some of the strain"
between the Administration and
the Federal Reserve, Spear and
Staff, Inc. says. The firm
believes the "lack of consumer
confidence" has "snarled" the
game plan and the market also
is noticing inflation, unemployvment and the "scary ventures
into Laos and Cambodia."
However, Spar says "there are
always things that temper an
advance and make it a
selective affair"—they give the
market "character."

Of God and Man
innovations. But young people—
By LOUIS CASSELS
and a surprisingly large nutnUPI Religion Writer
ber of old people--are respondWhen young people complain ing
enthusiastically.
that church services are boring,
they are merely saying out loud
what a great many adults have
always thought.
The plain truth, to which any
veteran churchgoer can attest,
is that worship all too often is
as dull, dreary, formalized and
uninspiring a routine as one is
BENTON, Ky., Mar. 3 — Two
likely to encounter in modern
elderly Colorado men drowned
society.
It got that way because of a in Kentucky Lake about 1 p.m.
notion widely held among our today when their car skidded
Puritan ancestors and still out of control, left the highway
The stock market has a fairly prevalent in churches and plunged into the lake.
s'rather ambiguous outlook," that worshipping God is a grave
Kentucky State Trooper Ronaccording to Hoppin, Watson & duty to be undertaken at the ald Wilkins, who investigated
Co. The firm points to the proper times and places with the incident, identified the victims as Carl R. Burkey, 80, of
"sluggish" response of business the utmost solemnity.
This grim approach to piety Englewood, Colo., the driver of
activity to the administration's
massive stimuli. But corporate finds no warrant in the New the car, and Rodney Cathcart,
earnings should improve "shar- Testament. To Jesus Christ, 76, of Greeley, Colo.
ply" and the consumer can be worship was a joyous business, Trooper Wilkins said the men
a way of celebrating the good had been to Florida and were
expected to spend more, the
news that God is and God returning to Colorado when the
company believes. For the
cares.
accident occurred about 10 miles
future the firm sees "some
Churches Wake Up
east of Benton on U.S. 68.
perresuscitation of the
a
not
Fortunately, and
The trooper said the car was
formance"-'ype speculation—a' moment too soon, churches are traveling west on U.S. 68 and
post-196
in
feature
constant
beginning to wake up to the was crossing Jonathan Creek
markets."
fact that worship is supposed to Bridge over Kentucky Lake
be a shared happiness, not a when the vehicle apparently
penance.
skidded on the slick bridge and
Noting the uncertainty surThe Roman Catholic Church went out of control. The car
rounding overseas oil opera- has extensively revised its skidded across the roadway and
tions and the proposed pipe line liturgy in the past five years. struck several highway posts befrom Alaska's north slope, the Many of the major Protestant fore going down a steep emOil Statistics Bulletin says "the bodies—including Episcopalians, bankment-- -and turning over,
•
only thing we are ...100 per cent Presbyterians, Lutherans and Trooper Wilkins said.
The vehicle landed upsid(
certain of is that, as of now, well- Methodists—are in the process
crude of overhauling their accustomed down in about five feet of water
Lower-58
situated.
at the edge of the lake, the
producers.., are, sure to get rites.
All these efforts at liturgical trooper said. The two men were
higher
prices. "This, the
out of the car.
Bulletin says, should .put them renewal have several' things in unable to get
A wrecker was summoned to
"on top of the investment common. They are designed to
draw the congregation into the scene and after a hook was
heap."
active participation rather thsn attached to the car, managed
passive spectatorship. They to pull the vehicle to the shore
The market is experiencing emphasize
Marshall County Coroner Jest
community—the fact
•'a mere pabse in a magnificent that worship is the corporate Collier ruled the' men died ot
upsweep," the Dines letter act of a body of people who are accidental drowning.
says. The newsletter advises supposed to be united to each
investors to postpone new other by strong bonds of love
Two of every 1(10 males are
buying "temporarily" but adds: and understanding. They pro- generally color blind,
says
"Do not short any possible vide for a degree of variety, so Encyclopedia Britatinica.
vdecline because shorting correc- that every service need not be
tions in major bull markets is a carbon copy of what was
=.=
not the way to make big done the week before.
But the most profound and
money."
far-reaching change involved in
Bel-Air
the new liturgies is a rediscoveShopping
The Almanac
ry of joy and thanksgiving the
Center
By Unitsid Press Istesssiotaskaid authentic notes of Christian
worship.
Today is Thursday, March 4,
Phone:
Spirit is Spreading
the 63rd day of 1971 with 302 to
The spirit of joyous celebra753-8304
tion is spreading from the words
The moon is between its first to the music of public worship.
H ours:
quarter and full phase.
Pastors are learning that the
The morning stars are Venus, entire mood of a service can e
Mars, Jupiter and Mercury.
altered simply, by choosing
The evening star is Saturn.
hymns that are joyous and
On this day in history:
triumphant rather than dolorIn 1791 Vermont became the. ous. In some churches, musical
14th state of the Union.
experimentation has gone much
In 1801 President Thomas further. Washington's famed
Jefferson became the first chief Episcopal Catehdral, for examexecutive to be inaugurated in _ple, now conducts—each Sunday
Washington. He was the third morning a "guitar mass" in
which young musicians celepresident.
In 1916 Montana Republican brate the mysteries of life with
Jeannette Rankin was sworn a hard-driving rock tempo.
WIGHT
into the House of Representa- Even dancing, which the
as
an
regarded
sw
tives to become the first Puritans
invention of the devil, is coming
woman member of Congress.
back into sanctuary where—as
In 1963 the U.S. Supreme
the Old Testament clearly
Court ruled against railroad
records—it originated as an
"featherbedding."
expression of joyous gratitude
to God.
A thought for the day: Ralph Some church members who
Waldo Emerson said: "Nothing are no longer young in spirit or
can bring you peace but body look askance at such
yourselr"

2 Colorado
Men Drown
Near Benton

Sex, Sin, and Soho

A Look at London's Nude Night Life

Cy C. H. GILES
Written Especially for Central
Press and This Newspaper
ENGLAND isn't the most
exotic isle in the world. But
London night life swings more
than that of any other Englishspeaking city. Old inns, intimate
pubs, and naked mod madness
make an insane blimey blend
of contrasts. It's sensuous and
suave.
Sex naturally is the nucleus
of the night scene-- .but British
emphasis on the erotic is somewhat complex. London's pubs
are the oldest trademarks to
drinking and camaderie.
However, the small pubs with
the barmaids in tight, black
dressea and a gin-breath have
lost a lot of their popularity. A
lot of Londoners now snub pubs,
rhey go for the big new velvet
barns cf entertainment. The
swank clubs like Murray's and
the Embassy offer more sex
appeal.
Stateside topless clubs can't
compete with the English floorshows. British law allows nude
showgirls. They can strip completely, but after the G-string
comes off they aren't permitted
Shapely, long-limbed lovelies are trademark of a London club
to move. They must stand completely still like sensuous stat- isle. Every section of London night and day in Soho clubs.
is pocked with them. Hundreds Some of the wilder places feaues.
of them are in seedy attics and ture amateur stag films to
cellars. The clip joints believe round out their entertainment
THE NUDE RULE has punc- In a lot of outdoor advertising. fare.
Since the almost t otal aboltuated some of the most sugges- Lush nude placards outline their
tive strippers and dance routines entrances. Prostitutes patrol ishment of censorship, there
has been a flood of paperback
ever seen. Of course, in the them by thousands.
• • •
book pornography. As always,
gamier joints if a bobby isn't
SOONER or later London legalizing has slowed down the
about, the choreography gets
scorchy.
night life goes to Soho, the sex- demand. Prices have dropped.
Soho has a history of vice.
The smaller clubs focus less iest slum in the world. Soho is a
has
on the decor and more on the square mile of passion and per- For 300 years the district
girls. Gambling helps lure the version, Its the biggest brothel been a meccd of sex. Soho's
Great Marlborough Street Court
sportier clientele London shows ever built.
Half the area's 6,000 residents is a clearing house for the pros,
are big even fn the smaller
places. Scores of near naked- - are non-British. French and titutes and sex merchants.
and ending naked -.,-dancers keep .Italians dominate the nationalities. An influx of dark-§kinned
thingi moving..
The dental office of the
during recent months
Long before topless showgirls Africans
to the blending. Par- future will have automatically
were allowed in the states, Brit- has added
moving lights above the paish ckibs featured nudes. A few liament is still trying to limit
suppleniental
years ago, nudes used to just the number of blacks pouring tient's head and
e
it
sources,
sit on display in the night spots. out of troubled British Africa. lighting
Pornography is one of Soho's reported at the annual meeting
They didn't move. The girls biggest licentious industries. of the American Dental Assowere just anatcitny on display. Stag movies are peddled openly.
ciation.
Seamy dives are all over the Risque reels are always running
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Local Group Performs
On Telethon, March 6 & 7

At

CEPACOL

Seitht Uncle Charlie's
Meats

Grecian Steak.
House
U.S 641 North

MOUTHWASH
SURE THING FOR
A SORE THROAT!

Murray, Ky.

14-oz. Size

Mouthwash toga

68

A

'1.29 VALUE

Throat dry CEPAOOL
and scratchy? THROAT LOZENGES
Now4,

SUPER CHROMIUM
INJECTORS 4's
89' VALUE

;

I y 69, VALUE

PERTUSSIN Medicated Vaporize
;
»miffs

Ill

III

5-oz. Size
'1.19 VALUE

68

Vaseline

.4irwo
eal

chapp•d skin
Tomporary rola( from
pain of minor burn, and
sunburn.

4-oz

45' VALUE
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OUR LOW
PRICE

WHITE PETROLEUM JELLY

wan••• OP•••

III

Feel instant relief from !I!
I'
nasal congestion of colds III

Plus
Platinum
Injector
Blades

• POTATO

• TOAST

Ill

'S
Say-Rite !!

SCHIC

lly Affair."
Denise and Deldra Darnall
"The Teen Folk" inaite
and their band "The Teen
everyone to watch and support*
Folk" auditioned before a New
this worthy cause - all donaYork producer and have been
tions ,pledged front Kentucky
notified that they were selectwill be_returned_to be Used
ed over several groups to apin Kentucky.
pear on the Cerebral Palsy
Telethon March 6 and 7. The
Members of the band are
program can be seen over
KFVS-TV, Channel 12 Cape Denise Darnall, Hardin, Ky. Giradeau, Mo., beginning at rytlim guitar and singer; Dei10:30 p. m.on Saturday, March dra Darnall rythm guitar and
6 and continuing until 5:30 p.m. singer; Kent Bucy, Murray,
Ky. - Drums; Pal Karnes,
on Sunday, March '7.
The Master cf Ceremonies Gilbertsville, Ky. - lead guiwill be Dennis James a famous tar; Neil Vech, Hardin, Ky. television personality and Jody bass. Their time to appear
of the popular program "Fain. will be 5:40 a, m.

Ill

24 s

T-BONE STEAK-----'1.79
'1.59
CLUB STEAK
• SALAD

611M0 •••1•

Time

SCHICK

• SPECIAL!
PRICE INCLUDES

=OM= a..

Savings

BrliGHT
SIDE

GEORGE WASHINGTON IS SOLE SURVIVOR — Senate
Republican Leader Hugh Scott takes a look at damage
caused by the bomb blast in the, Capitol in Washington
—the Washington memorial window. The Father of His
• Country escaped serious damage, but his conferees in
the Revolutionary War scene. Baron Von Steuben and
General Lafayette. both lost their heads.
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To Close That Painful Generation Gap:
Conciliation Co-operation is Necessary!

THURSDAY-MARCHlt 1c71
PAGE SEVEN

Traffic Collision
Is Investigated
Here On Wednesd

'

Sycamore and South 4th
was the scene of a traffic
co
Wednesday at 3:47 p.m.,
cording to the report filed by
officers of the Murray
Po

Department. No injuries
w

CUBAN TRAWLER SEIZED BY U.S. - With
fishermen
still aboard, one of four Cuban traw
lers seized in U.S.
waters is guarded at Key West, Fla.

"ROW, ROW, ROW YOUR BOAT
," gently across the Pacific
tralia, is 01:: thought of
Ocean to Sydney, AusJohn Fairfax and Sylv
ia Cook (left) as they insp
35-footer in San Fran
ect their

cisco. It's the boat Fair
fax ro*.ved solo across
Fairfax, 35, and Miss Cook
the Atlantic.
. 32. expect to leave
Fisherman's Wharf on Marc
h 26.

Old house haunts
amusement strip

A

people's demonstration of Washington
's National Selective Service
Headquarters.
By OWEN KUGEL
change in communities across
Co-ordinator for Masan Affairs,
the country."
Chamber of Commerce of the Unite
d Sues
Indeed, many businessmen,
Writt
en Especially for Central Press and This s
By MARTIN MeREYNOLDS
Newspaper
chambers of commerce, and
WAS
HIN
GTO
N—T
he
It
shoc
had
k-rhetoric of dissent is becoming trade and professional assoc
been declared a shrine
BUENOS AIRES (UPIT iacommonplace around the world.
In the U.S., as in other countries, tions have already begu
"The gray hulk rears up dark but someone later ruled that it
n caushouts of dissent from young peopl
e are viewed as dark and tious steps in this direc
had
"no
histo
ric
valu
e"
and
and empty, protected from the
his
NEW YORK (UPI)-Women sinister plots to overthrow the government or whimsical slogan- Early results, although far tion.
from
life around it by a heavy heirs moved to sell the lot. It are
eering of young students on a lark.
conclusive, seem to indicate that
more liberal than men when
proba
bly
will
give way to anA growing record of headlines, has given
wrought-iron fence.
the
the
natio
1
coma
effor
an
n
soppo
ts
are
to
dema
rwork
other
ndin
ing.
g
movie theater or steak
their tunity to re-e
'Paint peels off the fence's
ne some long-held ideas about her
Businessmen have been findyoung. An
clergymen should get involved anxious publi xami
c has watc
rusting angles and arabesques. house.
tn controversial issues of the tional meaning out of a hed, waited, and tried* divine some ra- ing, often to their surprise, a
seem
Cobwebs cover the enameled
ingl
y chaotic turf of affairs among deeper perception of the
Meanwhile, the paint peels day, but not as liber
issues
al as men its children_
plate giving the street number and the cobwebs gathe
on the part of young people
r. The 'n the matter
The statisticians have been bu.
of
pasto
rs'
sy..Any.
moment, they say, fully than they assumed existed.
-835-on
crow
Calle
ds
walk
Stuby. Lasalle is a salaries, according to a nation- half the nation will be under 25. Thirt
Lavelle,
y million American
dents, on the other hand, find
Buenos Aires' street of bright narrow street and cars
are ban- wide survey of Episcopal lay- ' tvveen the ages of 18 and 25. Nearly, half of these peopl s aripbe- that business
e
will
lights, elegant indvie houses ned from this stret
men
ataro
Aqua
lly
tend college. More than half of
ch of it, men.
concerned over the enormity of
and popular restaurants.
except for a few hours in the
The findings were disclosed the colleges with enrollments of kas it big stake in the results pressing national and
local
In the midst of hurrying morning. When the movies
10,000 students or more have of this negotiatio
by the
n. Business has problems.
crowds, Of noise and--TiughTer; simultaneously at-a doze end datio Episcopal Church Foun- had protest&
been a key target. The profit
n-felln,
•
whit
•
•
h-se
nt
quest
ionmosowitill
the house'stands silent. On the by theaters, Lavelle beco
the tragIc_excesek. nuipve, theiaollution of the enmes a naires to Episcopal men and. ea of uncono,_
THERE IS, of course, no unanHoliday Inn, Murray, Ky
trolled violence are, ' ntnent, the so-Called
• missive double door, blind mass of well-dressed
mill- iminitY of opinion betw
women throoghout the country on the nation's consc
peopl
e
een the
ience.
brass lions grin stupidly-or, jostling each other
ry-industrial complex, and
Satu
rday, March 6, 1971grou
ps.
from curb to learn what kind of clergy
raBut
neither are all stuThe fonts are clear. The geita cial discrimination
nate knockers where no one to curb. Few glance-up
have come dents or all business
men they believe will best eration.s have allowed a deep
as
they
men
j
of
comunde
r
the
fire of dissidents.
ever knocks.
pass the dark hulk ofsilanto serve their paris
mon mind on every issue. As
• • •
Louisville, Ky.,
hes in the chasm to grow between them.
March 4.
On top of the Pile of grimy Rocha's house.
hair loss? Even if
Arch Booth put it; There is Now
Most adults look 'incredulously
future.
'
is the tithe to
`
BUS
INE
SS knows that today's reason ti
611 swans to "tun in thebaldness
stone, a crumbling statue of
believe that the areas this great opportunit
For a while, its front stelis
at
camp
family,"
us
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a
nstr
The
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youn
y.
and
s
g must provide the future
do which both
female tries to play a celesta! served as a resti
agreement outweigh the hair-worried person (maEvery this is certainly no proof of the
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sexes endorsed clergy partici- shake their heads. Young people Managers and owners to keep of
n or Muse of your hair loss.
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point
harp. But the harp is gone and derelicts who left place for
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s
of
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conflict.'!
d take advantage
demonstrate against the war the busin
Many conditions can caus
And that's really.Ahe point— of this FREE CONSULTATION.
only grotesque stumps remain tles behind them empty bot- pation the, ntOst was urban and witness the workings of the move, andess system on the
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repOrted not is
one
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r- larger society in disbelief. Al- 'current cons
.
of the once-graceful arms.
ities stopped that by putting a
•
only
causi
ng your heir loos, if you
stopping their hair froin
umer trends. Moat
ties and joining the war on most class
Most thoughtful analysts of thinning
A mocking legend molded a padlock and chain
wait until you are slick Bald
ic
of battle are Important, the business
. but are really
across the poverty were other areas of being drawnlines
com- the situation
and your hair roots are dead ,
in pseudo-stone beneath the ion gate.
agree that the vast growing more hair
in communities munity shares many of
the
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you
ion
are beyond help. So, if
in
across the country.
armless harpist says: "To
cerns of dissatisfied youth---over majority of young people will
GU ARA NTEED
Now,.the old home is use- women favored which the
still have hair on top you
• • _•
more direct.
racial strife, pollution, and worl choose to work for change with- You will be given a written
Dardo Rocha, From His ful to no one.
your
head, and would like Of
d
action than the men.
in our system, if that choic
,BEYOND the rhetoric. the conflict.
UN
e is guarantee on a pro-rated basis
stop hair loss and grow more
Haunted-not by ghosts of
On the two-part question &aloes are apparent. We wilt'
presented. The dissatisfaction from the beginning to the
hair . . now is tlie time
end
Itoe—
There is room for negotiatio
ha;-whose fame the tosnotsess past
to
do
Natur
n. and alienation has yet to reac
ally we could not give
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either continue to allow
something about It before it's
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who died in 1921 at the age of wrought-iron, the wood
Co-operatien for change is
CAN'T KELP
and $12,582, should be S15,171- mon lines of agreement.
I Arch N. Booth, executive vice most
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Just take a few minutes of your
ale pattern halftones is
83. He is barely remembered brass wait only for the wrec
Conciliation won't be easy.
everyone's best interest
the time on Satu
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president of the National Cham
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caus
e
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of
, March 5, and
a great majority
- these
,-we must all somehow find ber, has
for one good gesture made in er's hammer.
ging times. Co-oper- eases
of go to the Holiday Inn
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issued ee•national call, ation chan
of balaness.andfexcessive
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comes from understa
the last century.
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nd- hair leas, for which 0 method
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rstanding comes from is effective.
valid ers to seek new
Rocha settled a dispute in- White ante tips
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Frank Moran shows he regrew hair.
He did not have Male Pattern
Baldness.

EBB'S HAIR CONSULTANT WI
LL
EXPLAIN HAIR PROBLEMS FRE
E AT
THE
-HOURS 1 P,M. to 8:30 P.M.

*

these tips, suggests the University of Nebraska
Extension Service:
Read the label. Buy the
correct size for bed and pillows.
Look for closely woven, even
surface and firm selvage. Notice
if hems are straight and with
By NORMAN KEMPSTER
cannot insulate ourselves from
fine stitching. Be sure that
WASHINGTON (UPI)-The the poor, t believe that we will
corners of fitted sheets are gove
rnment)* top metropolitan stop running and torn to findreinforced.
Avoid excessive
planner says the United'States icy solutioniraothese problems.,
"sizing". Replenish bedding can
never hope to solve its "When we do turn to 'their
regularly.
housing and other-Or
-hail pro- solutions we will wt-rd a sensiblems if it continues to frag- ble metropolitan policy, one
ment its efforts into separate that4roceeds out of cOMMitA 15-year community.
nt to- provide quality {Musshoot programs to wipe out categories for city and suburb.
Samuel C.Jacison, assistant ing in a quality environment
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Govt planner hits
zoning in suburbs

capital remained in Buenos
Aires.
Residents Of La Plata refer
to him as the -illustrious founder of their city. , Other
Argentines rarely refer to him
at all.
Views thane
It seemed like a good idea
once, to
e his former
;home in the heartof Buenos
, Aires as a museum and shrine.
A brass plaque was bolted to
the fence in 1959, sponsored
by "The People's Commission
:of La Plata to Render
''Homage."
But time passed, administrations changed and Rocha's
old house fell into disrepair.
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Three Persons Are,
Injured, Accident
Three persons injured in
cidents, were treated at
emergency room of the Murr
Calloway County Hospi
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m.,
cording to hospital officials.
Mrs. Jim i• Lindal Nance,
k3, of Hazel was treated to
hematoma of the left eye.
Children, Gena Ray Merrell,
two, suffered abrasions of
tipper lip and contusions of
left cheek, and Tina Merrell,
412 suffered a contusion of
scalp, according to
hospitafcl
The three were reported
jured in an automobile aecid

Henry Billington of Mw
Route Three underwent surg
at the Western Baptist Hospi
Paducah, on Wednesday.
His room number is 213
those who would like to send h
„ cards or letters.
FINED IN MAYFIELD
was fined $28.50 on a charge
improper passing by the Gra
County Court in Mayfield,
cording to the Court rep
published in the Tuesday issu
the Mayfield Messenger.
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Ilitchock honored
HOLLYWOOD .s(UPI)
Alfred Hitchoek Was award
the rank of "Chevalier" in
th
French National_Order of
th
Legion of Honor.
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.Reports of two thefts w
made to the Murray Po
Department on Wednesday.
Gary Crass of 501 Beale Str
Murray, reported the theft
fourteen tapes, a gear shift k
and his math and English h
school books from his car par
an Maple Street. This report
made at 10:30 p.m., but Cr
soId the theft occurred a
seven p.m.
James Tyler of Cadiz
Three said one tape box and
assorted eight track tapes w
stolen from his caryarked in
parking lot at Tom's Pizza P
on North 12th Street. This re
was made at 5:26 p.m.
hesday.

Jerry F. Kirkland of Mu

.F to it

nein

Thefts Reported
To The City Police

Henry Billington Has
Surgery At Paducah

Crossword Puzzle

fr.:...,.t:.z..

listed on the report.
Cars involved were a
1
Buick two door hardtop drive
Sherrill Ronald Hicks of
1
Main Street, Murray, and
a 1
Plymouth two door sedan ow
by Robert Terry McCu
an
driven by Robert Steven M
of Farmington Route One.
Police said Hicks was
go
east on Sycamore Street and
stopped for the stop sign at So
4th Street. McCuan told poll
did not see the Hicks car
in time to avoid hitting thesto
Ca
the rear end, according to
police report. Both cars had
moved from the point of ins
when the police arrived.
Damage to the Hicks car
on the rear end and to the
Ctian car on the front end.
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Traffic Collision
Is Investigated
Here On Wednesday
Sycamore and South 4th Streets
was the scene of a traffic collision
Wednesday at 3:47 p.m., according to the report filed by the
officers of the Murray Police
Department. No injuries were
listed on the report.
Cars involved were a 1968
Buick two door hardtop driven by
Sherrill Ronald Hicks of 1626
Main Street, Murray, and a 1968
Plymouth two door sedan owned
by Robert Terry McCuan and
driven by Robert Steven McCuan
of Farmington Route One.
Police said Hicks was going
east on Sycamore Street and had
stopped for the stop sign at South
4th Street. McCuan told police he
did not see the Hicks car stopped
in time to avoid hitting the car in
the rear end, according to the
police report. Both cars had been
moved from the point of impact
when the police arrived.
Damage to the Hicks car was
on the rear end and to the McDian car on the front end.

Thefts Reported
To The City Police

Fire . . .
(Continued From Page One)
freight, and air ambulance
service. The Outlands were the
persons who were responsible for
having the helicopter here in the
search for the Bramlett boy at
Hazel earlier this year. Many
local persons who were taking
flying lessons also had records
lost in the airport office fire.
Donald Thorn of the Rescue
Squad said no water was used at
the airport fire, but they stood by
to guard against the oil and gas
storage tanks nearby catching on
fire.
Steely Fire
Earlier at 6:38 this morning the
Rescue Squad answered a call to
the Aubrey Steely house on U. S.
Highway 641 South, 11
/
2 miles
from Murray.
The six squad members and
two off duty Murray firemen
used about seven hundred gallons
of water to keep the huge oil tank
near the house from catching on
fire. The frame house was
completely destroyed by the
flames.
The house was unoccupied at
the time of the fire.
Green Building
Wednesday morning at 2:15 the
Rescue Squad went to the Joe
Green home, four miles from
Murray on Highway 121 near
New Concord where a building
containing two freezers and a
and a dryer was destroyed.
The Rescue Squad stood by to
prevent the flames from
spreading to the trailer home and
another house nearby. A gas tank
on the outside of the building was
also watered down to keep it from
exploding, a rescue squad
spokesman said.

:Reports of two thefts were
made to the Murray Police
Department on Wednesday.
Gary Crass of 501 Beale Street,
Murray, reported the theft of
fourteen tapes, a gear shift knob,
and his math and English high
school books from his car parked
ari Maple Street. This report was
made at 10:30 p.m., but Crass
said the theft occurred about
seven p.m.
James . Tyler of -Cadiz Rou
Three said one tape box and nine
assorted eight track tapes were
stolen from his carparked in the (Continsted From Page One)
parking lot at Tom's Pizza Place judgment on
whether the
on North 12th Street. This report legislators were bound to abide
was made at 5:26 p.m. Wed- by the State
Constitution in
nesday.
reapportioning.
We said that he did not ask for
counties to be split, only for a
judgment on the question.
Sen. Joe D. Stacy, 1)-West
Liberty, also spoke against the
pending bill, saying he had one
. Three persons injured in ac- selfish reason and one that
cidents, were treated at the benefitted his constituents.
emergency room of the Murray- "I personally hate to give up
Calloway County Hospital Mason and Fleming counties,"
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m., ac- Stacy said."But! also hate to see
Rown County split. Among other
cording to hospital officials.
Mrs. Jim (Linda Nance, age things, this would divide Rowan
23, of Hazel was treated for a County into two area develophematoma of the left eye. Her ment councils."
thildren, Gena Ray Merrell, age Sen. Wilson Palmer, Dtwo, suffered abrasions of the Cynthiana, chairman of the intipper lip and contusions of the terim subcommittee that drew up
left cheek, and Tina Merrell, age Senate Bill 1, also appeared
41
/
2 suffered a contusion of the before the committee. He
scalp, according to hospital of- defended the bill, saying, "It's
the best that can be done and I
ficials.
The three were reported in- am willing to live with it. I hate to
jured in an automobile accident. lose Grant and Pendleton
Counties but something has to
give."

Senate.

Three Persons Are,
Injured, Accident

Henry Billingtoi Has
- •
Sittery ArPsducab

PAT ON FASHIONS
WASHINGTON UPI(—Mrs.
Richard Nixon has her doubts
Henry Billington of Murray bout "hot pants," the new
Route Three underwent surgery ashion rage.
at the Western Baptist Hospital, The First Lady said Tuesday
Paducah, on Wednesday.
she saw some women wearing
His room number is 213 for "hot pants" in New York last
those who would like to send him weekend.
„ cards or letters.
"They shouldn't have been "
she said, gesturing to show the
breadth of beam on some of the
FINED IN MAYFIELD
Jerry F. Kirkland of Murray women.
was fined $28.50 on a charge of Mrs. Nixon said she went to
improper passing by the Graves New York to buy spring and
County Court in Mayfield, ac- Easter clothes but did not "look
cording to the court report at any hot pants."
published in the Tuesday issue of "You've got to be young and
playing tennis" to wear them,
the Mayfield Messenger.
she said.
Hitchodi honored
HOLLYWOOD ,,(UPI) Alfred Hitchotk Was awarded
the rank of "Chevalier" in the
French NatioaaLOrder of the
Legion of Honor.

McGowan directs
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) George McGowan will direct
Martin Landau in "Johnny
a
Comes Marching Home
movie for CBS Television.

Seen & Heard ...
(Continued From Page One)
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SMALL ENEMY
SANDS KEEP UP
ATTACKS ALONG
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10,000 MORE SOUTH
VDTS JOIN 14,000
ALREADY IN LAOS,
TO MEET SEVEN NEW
RED REGIMENTS ON
HO CHI MINH TRAIL

SOUTH VIET COLONEL
THINKS REDS LOCKED
IN TANKS—SAW 15
IN FLAMES EAST OF
SEPONF, FOE SASE,
WITH NO ESCAPES
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SUPPORT
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NOTE: We are pleased to report that Mrs. Leon
Ross. formerly of Golden Pond whom many of
you know, has joined our staff
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Furches Named
Chairmanship
Of Committee ,

House .

Our Fish Dinners are the best you will find
anywhere ...
Come on down and let us prove itl

KENTUCKY LAKE
LODGE RESTAURANT
Aurora, Ky.

Quotes
The

Herbert Bell
Dies At H4pme

For The Season - March 6, 1971

Serving the best of foods at reasonable prices.

Funeral Held Today
For Mrs. Hamlin

Tasted
particularly
good, The funeral for Thomas E.
Funeral services for Mrs. Ella
especially since somebody else Nance will be held Friday at two
Hamlin, age 102, were held today
did the cooking.
p.m. at the chapel of the J. H.
at two p. m. at the chapel of the
Churchill Funeral Home with
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.)
Thurston Furches, prominent
Rev. A. W. Landis and Rev. Waid
with Bro. Walter Pigg of- By United Press International farmer of the west side of
Eating out sort of perks up your Copeland officiating.
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The ficina t ing.
SACRAMENTO, Calif.—Gov. Calloway County, has accepted
ego for some reason.
Pallbearers will be nephews nation's railroads and th
Pallbearers were gandsons Ronald Reagan unveiling his the Chairmanship of the ,*
United
Transportation Union who were
who were Max, James, Shirley,
Thomas Hendon, John new welfare reform program: Agricultural Committee for
Paschall, William, and Phillip broke off negotiations for a new Richard Hendon,
Richard A. "This is an idea whose time T. Combs for Governor a
WW Rogers said -My folks did Nance, Bill and Byron Willer: contract early today, raising
not come over on the Mayflower, Interment will be in the Story's the possibility of a crippling Hamlin, Richard R. Hamlin, has come. We can show the Julian Carroll for U. Governor.
Charles M. Hamlin, and Eugene rest of the country the way out The announcement was made by
but they were there to meet the Chapel Cemetery with the. strike by 150,000 crewmen.
boat." Rogers was part Indiana, arrangements by the J. H. Clyde Lane, chief negotiator Fielder. Interment was in the of their problem ... We need a Ron Christopher and Carl Stout,
New Concord Cemetery with the prairie fire from the grass County Chairman for Combs and
Cherokee, we believe.
Churchill Funeral Home where le; the union, said no new talks arrangements by the Blalock
roots."
Carroll.
had been scheduled. He said a
friends may call.
Coleman Funeral Home.
Furches served the Swann
Nance, age 58, died Monday at decision on whether or not to
In 1969 Congress approved an the Georgia Baptist Hospital, strike would be made later Mrs. Hamlin died Tuesday at WASHINGTON — John W. District as Magistrate for al
;
Convalescent Dean III, counsel to the
2:12
p.m.
at
the
item of $181,000 to pay for walk- Atlanta, Ga. He was formerly Of today by the union president,
period of ten years. He was ap':-4
Division of the Murray-Calloway President, stating the White pointed to fill out the
ways, a ramp and steps, plus Calloway County.
unexpired
Charles Luna.
landscaping for the Kennedy Survivors are his wife; three The negotiations ended at County Hospital. She had been House is behind the nomination term of Calvin Scott, whii"-":
alert
and
quite
active
and
of
was
William
J.1, Caseyl as resigned. Later Furches wa,rt
Memorial in Arlington Cemetery. daughters, Mrs. Peggy Wilson Of 5:20 a.m. fdlowing an all-night
The cost of the memorial itself Murray Route Three, Mrs. Linda bargaining session at the Labor only hospitalized in October 1970 chairman of the Securities and elected by popular vote for twee
will be borne by the Kennedy Dumas of Dexter, and Mrs. Rita Department monitored by La- before being transferred to the Exchange Commission-.
terms.
Convalescent
Division
in 'After reviewing all cthe
Furches is the son of Mrs.
family. $566,000.
Varble of Anchorage, Alaska; bor Secretary James D. Hodg- December.
information Mr. Casey chas Stella Furches, 1627 Hamilton
two sons, Larry and Bob Nance of son and his aides.
Her husband, Richard Adop- presented and the letter from Avenue. He is married
to the
Murray Route Three; three The negotiations to reach a
On July 16, 1964 Barry Goldwater sisters, Mrs. Canova Miller of settlement of a 17-month-old phus Hamlin, died in 1899. She the Department of Justice, it is former Elizabeth Morton of the
was born in Calloway County on our considered judgment that Taylor's Store
accepting the nomination at the Farmington Route One, Mrs. contract dispute began at 2:30
Community. They
Convention in San Francisco said Susie Lawrence of Detroit, Mich., p.m. Wednesday and reached a May 25, 1868, and her parents Mr. Casey has done nothing have three children, Steve, who is
'1 would remind you extremism and Mrs. Floy Penrose of St. critical stage early today, were the late Luther McCuiston which in any way diminishes now serving in the U. S. Air
in the defense of liberty is no Louis, Mo.; three brothers, J. C. according to Assistant Labor and Isabel Jackson McCuiston, his extraordinary qualificati
force, Gail, a student at Murray
She was a member of the New for the position."
vice; moderation in pursuit of and Edley Nance of Bell City and Secretary W. J. Usery Jr.
State University, and Tripp,
justice is no virtue". That August Lendon Nance of Murray Route Legislation which ended a Concord Church of Christ. She
student
at, Lynn
Grove
was
preceded
in
death
by
two LONDON—Post Office union Elementae,y*School.
at Hershey, Pa., he added "I seek Three; twelve grandchildren.
one-day strike by the UTU and sons,
Richard in 1918 and Roy on general secretary Tom Jackson
the support of no extremist—of
He is a Veteran of World War _
three other unions in December
May 26, 1966.
calling off a record. 44 da II, and a member of the Farm
the left or the right .
. We
expired March 1. The two sides
Survivors
are
strike.
two
daughters,
repudiate character assassins,
Bureau. He farms more than
have been unable to agree on
Mrs. Taylor C. (Ada ) Smith of "If I had more money,
vigilantes, communists and any
1,000 acres of land in Calloway
work rule changes the carriers
Murray Route Four and Mrs. strike would have gone on.
group such as the Ku Klux Klan
County. The Furches family
say are needed to make
Tom ( Annie) Hendon of Murray Facing reality, this is the best attends the
that seeks to impose its viiws
Sinking Spring
operations more efficient and
Route Five; one son, Raymond way out of the situation."
through terror or threat or
Baptist Church.
Jess costly.
Hamlin of Murray; daughter-inviolence".
Furches, a life long Democrat,
The union has indicated it is
Herbert Laverne Sell, brother
law, Mrs, Lizzie Hamlin of LOS ANGELES—Leslie- Van said that he was delighted to be
willing to accept pay increases
of Mrs. John D. Lovins of
Murray; one brother, Chris Houten, defendant in the Tate associated
with the CombsMurray, died suddenly Wed- that were granted three other McCuiston of Murray Route murder trial, protesting a Carroll ticket. He said
that
rail
unions.
nesday at 9:20 p.m. at his home at
Four; seven grandchildren; five psychiatrist'sctestimony that
during the term of Bert Combs as
South 27th Street, Paducah. President Nixon has exhaust- great grandchildren; six great Charles Manson could have
Governor, tremendous progress
(Continued From Page One)
His death was due to a heart ed his authority to prevent the great great grandchildren.
held an influence over her:
was made in improving the Rural
UTU
from
striking.
He
has
attack.
"I was influenced by the war Secondary Roads in Calloway
boundaries of districts.
asked Congress for special
years
of
age
and
Bell
Was
57
in
Vietnam
arid
television.
This County, and that he felt the
The plan made public Monday
authority to impose on the
is all such a big lie."
split 31 counties in attempting to was the son of the late George
people Of Calloway County and
union
,contract
terms
that
were
place equal population in each of Thomas Bell and Julia Bell of
Kentucky were very fortunate In
recommended_by the White
the 100 representative districts. Calloway Comity. He was a
having so .well -qualified canHouse panel or to allow the
The subcommittee held more member of the Immanuel Baptist UTU to strike selective carriers
didate as Bert Combs to offer
hearings for the representatives Church at Paducah.
himself for the Governorship.
News
Market
rather
than
all
railroads
at
Federal
State
Wednesday and met most of the Survivors are his wife, Mrs. once.
Furches said that he would
rvice
of
Paducah;
Hazel
Battoe
Bell
afternoon in closed session.
release his farm committee in the
Mayfield,
1
The
clerks,
dining
car
and
March
Monday,
Federal State Market News near future.
When asked if the plan had one daughter, Mrs. Paul Clark oe maintenance unions that joined Kentucky.
been amended or changed since Paducah; one son, Billy Bell of the UTU in the Dec. 10 strike Mayfield Livestock Market: Service March 4, 1971
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
the original version was made Paducah; three sisters, Mrs. settled for wage increases of Livestock weighed on arrival.
Market Report Includes 10
public, Rickert said, "Nothing is Lovins of Murray. Mrs. Claude about 44 per cent.
Buying Stations
sure yet, we're still working and Cannon of Paducah, and Mrs. R. The fifth union, the railway Cattle this week 237
Recipts:Act. 431 Est. 711 (Con4gued From Page One)
trying to make the changes to W. Gordon of Louisville; two signalmen, has scheduled a Calves this week 30
brothers, Hillman and James
Barrows
and Gilts fully 25c
help anywhere we can."
strike for Friday. It has 11,000 COMPARED TO LAST WEEK:
Lowry, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
The House approved a con- Bell, both of Miami, Fla.; four members. Usery said it was Slaughter cows steady to .25 higher Sows steady
Hubert Cothran, Sandra Hughes,
grandchildren.
current resolution to study the
likely the White House would higher, slaughter bulls not tested US 1-3 200-240
are
artangements
Funeral
lbs.
817.50-111.00; daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
possibility of making off-track
prevent
Lb. last week, slaughter calves a
intervene to
Hughes, Dianne Hornsby,
horse race betting lawful in the incomplete. The Lindsey Funeral walkout.
feeder US 2-4 190-240 lbs. 817.00-17.501 daughter of Mr. and Mr. and Mrs.
1.00-2.00
lower,
vealers
US
2-4
240-260
lbs.
816.50-17.00;
state. Another resolution per- Home of Paducah has charge of
steers and heifers steady.
US 3-4 260-260 lbs 816.00-16.50; Robert Hornsby, Deena Edmitted a study for setting up a the arrangements.
SI.AUGHTER COWS: Utility
monds, daughter of Nr. and Mrs.
Sows
legislative agency to attempt to
19.25-22.25, high dressing inUS 1-2 27,0-350 lbs. 814.50-15.00; Billy Edmonds, and Nita Atkins,
get federal funds for projects.
17.25dividuals up to 23.00, Cutter
US 1-3 300-550 lbs. 814.00-14.50; (laugher of Mr. and Mrs. Brent
The House also passed a JOB ACTION WEDDINGS
19.25, Canner 15.00-17.25.
US
2-3 450-650 lbs. 813.50-14.00. Atkins.
LONDON (UPI(—A clergyresolution asking Sen. Edmund
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Utility
Miss Hopkins, will go on to
Muskie D-Maine, to speak to a man fed, up with Britain's
24.00-25.00.
lbs.
over
1000
K.i Lake Men's
compete in state DECA comjoint session of the legislature. seemingly endless labor unrest
Bowling League
SLAUGHTER CALVES AND
petition for state DECA
Muskie is regarded as the front- announced today he is offering
VEALERS: Low Choice 180-240 SOLDIER IN A HURRY
sweetheart.
a
special service to strikers: Team
runner for the Democratic
W..L lbs. vealers 37,00-41.00, mixed ST. LOUIS ( UPI(—Army Pvt.
work-to-rule weddings.
nomination for President.
Corvette lanes
67 25 Good and Choice 33.00-37.00, TbOrnas Butler told police he
"We will have no church Martin 011
/
2 Choice 240-350 lbs. calves 35.00- stole a car and latera_ truck in
661
/
2 „,251
heating, no organ, no choir, no All Jersey
611
/
2 301
/
2 40.00, mixed Good and Choice 240- order to get back In Fort
Now You Know
bells, no lighting, photographs Mutual of Omaha
56 36 350 lbs. 31.00-35.00.
Leonard Wood before his three- By United Press International
or confetti," said the Rev. Colonial Bread
521
/
2 391
/
2 FEEDER STEERS: Choice day pass expired.
The word caucus, meaning a
CITED BY POLICE
481
/
2 431
/
2 300-500 lbs. 35.00-37.75, mixed Police said they caught up meeting of party or organizaOne person was cited on six' Donal Pateman, vicar of St. Kelly's
Lindsey's
48 44 Good and Choice 300-500 lbs. with Butler as he was spraying tion leaders, comes from the
counts by the Murray Police Mark's Church in Dalston,
College Cleaners
48 44 32.50-35.00, 500-700 lbs. 30.00-32.50, paint over the owner's name on Algonquian Indian ward
North
London.
cauDepartment on Wednesday at
Mo Go Oil
43 49
"It
is
a
case
a doer of the truck. He was cauasu, meaning elder or
of
an
eye
for
an
Good 300-500 lbs. 29.50-32.50.
10:45 p.m. The citations were for
50
42
Moose
Lodge
No.
1
eye,"
he
said. -These ruddy
counselor.
FEEDER HEIFERS: Choice held on $25,000 bond.
driving while intoxicated,
Unc-le Jeff's
42 50
300-500 lbs. 30.00-32.25, with a few
disregarding three stop signs, strikers get my goat by holding Moose Lodge Nol 2
41
51
reckless driving, fleeing police the public to ransom. I might Fenton & Hodge
37 55 high Choice up to 33.00, mixed
On Hwy. 121
officer, improper registration, be called unchristian, but the Carroll Tires
34 58 Good and Choice 3Q0-500 lbs.
Phone
strike weapon is becoming far
and public drunkenness.
34 58 27.00-30.00. 500-700 lbs. 24.00-27.75.
Murray Auto Parts
(Mayfield Hwy.)
too strong."

* OPENING *

KENTUCKY LAKE LODGE
RESTAURANT

Contract
Talks Are
Broken Off

THURSDAY—MARCH 4, 1971

HO CIII
MiNH

KID SANS
IS DIRTIER,
RUMS SY
THE DAY

TRAIL

111,
air

a

11411

High Team Game INC)
1077
1.indsey's
1060
Carroll Tires
1023
Lindsey's

FEDERAL STATE MARKET
NEWS SERVICE
TUESDAY MARCH 2 MURRAY,
KENTUCKY.
LIVESTOCK
MURRAY
High Team Series INC
MARKET 1,IVESTOCK weighed
3087
Lindsey's
arrival
2918 on
Kelly's
2898 Cattle this week84
Martin Oil Co.
Calves this week 14
High lad. Game (SC)
COMPARED TO LAST WEEK:
226 Slaughter cows steady, vealers
Cliffton Campbell
Jeff Heher
225 not tested last week,
Lonnie Vanghter
223 feeder steers and heifer,s steady.
SLAUGHTER COWS: Couple
High Ind. Series (SC)
of utility 18.50-20.50. Cutter 17.00Ron Swain
595
18.25. Canner 15.00-17.00.
George Hodge
593
VEAI.ERS: Choice 180-240 lbs
Gene Skiles
583
37.00-39.00.
FEEDER STEERS: Choice
High Averages
lbs. 32.50-35.50 with a
300-500
Jim Neale
186
1.yman Dixon
181 couple of high Choice 317 lbs. at
Dennis Goodwin
181 36.25, mixed Good and Choice 300T. C. Hargrove
181 500lbs. 30.00-32.50.
Don Alsobtook
180 FEEDER HEIFERS: Choice
Don Abell
179 300-500 lbs. 28.50-30.75 with a High
Choice indi;(idualup to 31.75, 500700 lbs. 27.00-29.00 mixed Good
and Choice 300-500 lbs.25.00-28.00.
POLICE CHIEF SLAIN
SILENT NECKING'S OKAY
ESCU1NAPA, Mexico (UPI) SOUTHAMPTON.
England
—Police chiefs in this city don't (UPI) - Headmaster Owen
Last long.
Brown insists he has no
Four men with automatic objection if the girls at the
rifles Tuesday killed Police Southampton University dormiChief Roberto Christerna Dur- tory cross the street neck "with
an, father of 20 children, in their dates at night—as long as
downtown Escuinapa, 560 miles it's not under his window.
northwest of Mexico City.
-Cars pull up, and while the
Christerna was the fourth couples inside neck they keep
police chief slain in as many the engines running," Brown,
years in this city of 30,000. 59. said Tuesday. "Then there's
Police have attributed the door-slamming and revving of
slayings to a band of mariniana engines. I've tried-dousing them
planters.
with cold water hut it doesn't do
ant cowl

41

753-5787

Murray
Nursery
Company

FRUIT TREES
EA$1,95
AZALEAS
EA$1.00

Now Is The Time To
Plan For Spring!Call Us... 753-5787....Oar YOU
Free Landscape Sketch
Each visitor to the Nursery through Sunday.
March 6, will receivt a-

10" JAPANESE HOLLY
FREE!!
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Farming Without Soil?

NOTICE
r OM

By DEAN C. MILLER
tested commercially in the in seven days through
conUPI Business Editor
United States and three foreign trolled environment chambers
NEW YORK t UPI i—Com- countries.
Then there is the "Magi(
rnercial farming without soil? Hydroponic farming can
pro- Garden" system, automated
Sounds impossible and imprac- duce crops with as little as
1- greenhouses for
year-round
tical. But it May be necessary 29th the
water iiseti in
as the population explosion conventional farming, according growing of vegetable for humar
threatens the world with a food to Malcolm L. Lentz, president consumption. The commercial
size measures 26 feet by 121
shortage.
of Hydroculture, Inc. of Glen- feet; the smaller ones
for Use
By year 2,000 the present dale, Ariz., a leader In
the new in or around the house are 1( James Kmetz John Owens
population of 3.5 billion is -growing" industry.
That's
expected to double. Since only important because water sup- feet by 14 feet.
Shallow trenches,are dug tilt
five per cent of the earth's plies also are shrinking.
"We length of the greenhouse
and
surface is suitable for conven- can grow food practi
cally heavy vinyl sheeting developed
tional agriculture, unconven- anywhere—on the desert
, on by the Goodyear company is
tional methods may be deman- mountains,
atop buildings, even laid in the trenches.
Perforated
ded.
on Iceland's frozen surface, said irrigation pipes
carrying a
Hydroponic farming, the Lentz.
special nutrient solution are
growing of plants without soil,
Two Systems Developed
laid over the liner and buried ir
has been done in scientific Hydroculture, Inc.
has deve- a 10 inch covering of
inert
laboratories
for
several loped two systems. One unit
washed gravel.
hundred years. Now it is being grows green feed
for livestock
The vinyl holds the gravel
and keeps the nutrient from
being absorbed into the earth.
Seedlings are planted i the
gravel and moisture sensors in
the beds automatically activate
pumps at the head of the beds.
Nutrient water is pumped up
and cut off automatically as
need arises or disappears.
,Air is sucked through a filter
at one end of the greenhouse and MINER PROSLEMS—Dou
ra furnace is mounted at the other demeanored W. A. (Ton
y)
end for winter operation. Every Boyle, 66, United Mine
other day attendants pollinate the Worker
resident, is unplants with a battery operated der f
1 indictment on
charges of embezzlement,
electric toothbrush.
conspiracy, and unlawfully
HyoroCuiture presently
is contributing $49,500 in unconcentrating
on
tomatoes, ion funds to political camaccording to Lentz. A green- paigns.
Indicted with him
house holds 1,110 plants, and are
James Kmetz. director
the yeidl is roughly 30,000 of
*Labor's Non - Partisan
pounds of "gourmet" tomatoes Leaiti
e, the UMW political
per year. Commercial produc
- arm, and John Owens. untion of cucumbers recently was
ion secretary-treasurer
betun, and experiments continue on other vegetables fruits
savings.
and flowers.
One acre produces four or
Tomatoes Sold
The Hydroculture tomatoes more times as much produce
have been sold commercially and matures up to 30 per cent
throughout Arizona, and super- faster than by conventional
market reports indicate consu- methods, said Black.
mers buy them even though There now are over 100
,they cost 20 to 30 cents a pound "Magic Gardens" in operation
or in the process of being
ttnore than other tomatoes.
Dr. Donald Maelt, research metalled to 17 states, Canada
and Guam, he said. This year
director of the firm, noted that
Lentz traveled, by invitation, to
any
veget
ble
or
flower that the Middle
THE EASTER SEAL campaign gets under
East, and the
\Az* with Presgrows
in
soil
can be grown company soon
ident Nixon receiving Easter Seal
will begin a pilot
Child Peter John
hydroponically. It will grow
Heltemes, 6, in the White House.
progr
am .in Lebanon, financed
The President refaster and be safe from oil
ceived a sheet of seals symbolizing
by the Dinted Nations.
the appeal, which
disea
ses,
harmf
ul
spray
s,
runs March 1-April 11. Beyond are
Peter's sister Holly,
weeds, insects and climatic
8, and brother David, 9. They
live in Rockville, Md,
hazards. So there are cost THE NEEDED INGREDIENT
SHAWEORTH, England
UPI -Vivien Tenny's father
had one bit of advice upon
hearing his 19-year-old daughter
was writing a novel: "Get sex
into it and it will sell."
She did, lifting scenes from
television and magazines. The
novel "Just For the Lonely,"
has sold out its first 35.000-copy
'tress run, Vivien said Tuesday .

SPECIAL TRADE-IN OFFER.
YOUR OLD
"DRY HAIR"CURLER
SET IS STILL WORTH

THURSDAY—MARCH 4j
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FOR RENT

NOTICE

NOTICE

a=in 91

ECONOMICAL, APARTMEN
TS
ATTENTION BOYS!!
I and rooms to rent. For students
and
others
.
Near campus. Phone
....The
LEDGER
&
753-4646.
TIMES Is DOW taking apMarch 8C
plications for carrier
routes. In order to update
TWO BEDROOM trailer, 2L2
our files, boys who placed
miles West of Almo Heights on
an application over three
the Almo and Kirksey Road,
months ago should come to
Phone 753-3539 after 5:00 p.m. M9
the office and reapply.
Several routes are now
open and will be filled
MODERN
AIRimmediately.
CONDITIONED—furnished apts.
Apply in person to:
Washers and dryers available
Zimmerman Apts. So. 16th Phone
753-6609
M4C

Circulation
Manager

103 N. 4th $t
Critical co-ed
editor ordered
reinstated
DENVER (UPI): A co-ed
fired from her job as managing editor of a school
newspaper after she criticized the college administration has been ordered
;reinstated.
U.S. District Judge
Alfred A. Arra) told Southern Colorado State College
officials they would have to
give Miss Dorothy Trujillo,
her former position on the
Pueblo school's newspaper.
"The state is not necessarily the unfettered master of all it creates," the
judge said in an 11-page
opinion. "Having
established a particular forum
for
expression,
officials
may not then place limitations upon the use of that
forum which interfere with
protected speech and are
not justified by an overriding state interest."

University

experiment gets
$400,000 grant
YELLOW SPRINGS, 0.
(UP11: The Union of Experimenting Colleges and Universities, made up of 19
institutions, has received a
6400,000 Ford Foundation
grant to plan and develop a
revolutionary
"university
without walls" for a broad
range of students from 16
to 60 and older
Dr. Samuel Baskin, president of UECU. said the
grant brings to $815,000 the
amount available for initiating the project. The
U. S. Office of Education
already has given 6415.000
toward it
Some
of
the
union's
members already have
started pilot groups of 15
to 20 students and most of
the others will begin their
programs in the fall with
7f students

TWO BEDROOM duplex, $75,00a
month. $50.00 deposit. Couple
preferred. No pets. See at 1601
College Farm Road or call 1-3132162.
MlIP

PASCHALL

MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
ST. LOUIS, MO, Ph. 436-5332

SERVICES OFFERED

TWO BEDROOM furnished
house, 317 Irvan Street. Phone J. FOR ALL your home alterations
H. Nix, 753-2617 or 753-3395 after repairs, remodeling, etc. new or
old. Free estimates. Call 7535:00 pro.
M6( 6123.
March 29NC

*****************
SERVICES OFFERED
TWO BEDROOM modern house,
PRIVATE MUSIC
near Panorama Shores, carpeted Phone 436-2266
LESSONS
FURN
ITURE REFINISHING.
M5(
in Bass Guitar, 5-String Banjo
All work guaranteed. Fre
pickup and delivery. Free and Classical Guitar are being
THREE
ROOM
furnished estimate. Antique or natur
organized. Register now. Only
a
apartment. Carpeting, garbage finish.
a limited number of students
Jerry McCoy,753disposal, tile bath. Can be seen at
3045.
March 31C will be accepted.
Owen's Food Market, 1407 West
If interested call:
Main.
MSC
WILL DO ironing in my home, 20
BEAUTIFUL VALARAH Lee cents per piece. Phone 492Apartment, unfurnished, two 8360.
M6C
bedroom, living room, kitchen,
utility, and bath. Carpeted. Air- RAIL
ROAD. WELDING. and
conditioned,dishwasher,
wrought iron shop. East Maple'
refrigerator,stove, garbage
Street, across from Murray
disposal. Across from Westview
Lumber Co., owned by Dan
Nursing Hort0 on South 16th St.
Hutson, operated by Bandi.
Phone 753-4974.
M9( Phone 753-19
33.
APRIL7(

CHUCKS MUSIC
CENTER

1411 Main St., Murray. Ky.
Phone 753-3682
lw ia

Now for a hobby pin!
NEW YORK (UPI) -- From
the kitchen to the patent office
-it's the route many a womap's
idea is taking.
One New York patent
development firm says more
10x50 MOBILE Home, tw
CHES
TER'S AUCTION Sale and more women, housewives
bedrooms, air-oonditioned. Nice
Specializing
in among them, are becoming
location, two miles from town. Service.
household, antiques and farm inventors these days. The firm
Phone 901-642-5170 after 4:00
auction. For information phone told The National Enquirer
p.m.
M10 435-4042.
1TP that about 15 per cent of
patents applied for in the
United States today are from
FURNISHED UPSTAIRS one
_
women and the number grows
bedroom
apartment,
air- DOZING, WOO per hour.;No job
stiladily. Many of the ideas
conditioned,
Water
and too small. No large jobs please.
come straight from the kitchen
coble.vision furnished. Couple. Reliable service. New man
tair,,cleaning closet and include
preferred. No pets Phone 753- Murray area. Phone 7511everything from time-savers vo
6850 after 5:00 p.in.
M5P
M6N(' 8548
recipe improvements.
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BEAUTIF
bedrooms, Ii
room. Other
bath. Has do
YOU MUST
South 17th
living room,
large outside
WOULD YO
on one of Pa
two story ho
trees, boat d
IN ONE OF
level home.
room,extra
heat and air,
YOU COULD
is listed at on
Acres. City w
fire-place, livi
two lots.
AT 818 NOR
brick veneer
room redecor
preciate this
IN EAST Y
three bedroo
den, nice liv.
large utility r
IN GROVE
have this thr
city water, kit
garage, two
AT 1609
bedroom brick
room, living r
carpet and til
reduced.
1509 SYCAMO
central heat
living room,
room and has
ONE OF M
a quiet street
baths, carpet,
storage roo
you are lookin
look.
WOKING FO
? We have it in
has full base
looking over
house has
closets, fully
foot sliding gl
sulated.
.
_
LOOK AT
Sycamore. Ha
fire-place in la

.

I.,

My'.

Guy
Me
901 Sy
NITE PHO
Onyx RayPrentice Du

$500
-AUCTION

when you
trade it
in for a
new

TRAFFIC GOING
BY? FOR THE

cf,(4 adid

BEST RESULTS
USE OUR WANT

MIST CURLER

— Reg. List 129.95-Our Reg. 120.88

—heated with Beautifying
Mist ... instead of hot metal
SO you won't dry out or
split your hair. Mist makes
the curl last longer. too.
.must include heating unit plus

NOW ONLY

ADS-IT WILL BE
YOUR BEST MOVE

$ 1588

Put your business profit
s into high gear by
using the vehicle

that is powerful enough
to do the job alone
. Phone or come
by our Want Ad deportme
nt for complete
information. Stop
today.

at ieast 12 curlers

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENIEK
9-9 Mon .-ScH,
Acres Of Free Parking
12:30-6A) SU nda y
ph 753_8777

'1"
THE FACE ON THE BARNROOM DOOR --Moto
rists in
N
ilOving by art'.1,1
in.
automobile occominixiations
•

•
421,71
''CIRCULATION

AI."
Phonv 773
THAT SELLS''

AUCTION SALE:
March 6, 1:00 p.
Street, Murray.
personnal
al effecatsof
Jessie Thurman
• Some items,are
recliners and
end and center
pictures and drape
rug, Maple "2 bed
mattress, Oak dre
chest. Like new re
like new 30 inch
Lots of dishes
utensils. Radio, R
window fan, linen
other items to
mention. Most
chandise is like
formation call
Auction Service,
435-9042. Not respo
of accidents
HELP W
-APPLICATION
being accepted fo
training class to
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Hospital Apply a
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE

FOR SALE
ANTIQUE SEWING machine,
iron bedstead, wringer type
washer and tub, electric range,
Westinghouse tank type cleaner,
couch suitable for recovering,
walker for handicapped adult,
black and white T. V. call 753-2557
or 753-5401 after 3:30 p.m.
M4C

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

IA

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

THREE BEDROOM house on
extra large lot. Has full
basement, furnace heat, plus a
BEAUTIFUL DUPLEX IN Lynn Grove.
three room garage apartment
side has three
bedrooms, living room, den, bath, nice kite
and large shop building. This
and utility
room.Other side has two bedrooms, living room, chen and
place is located one block from
bath. Has double garage and one acre lot.
hospital and school. Will sell with
CHEVROLET TRUCKS
furniture or without.
$2975.00
YOU MUST WOK AT the inside of this lovely home at
WE HAVE the best supply of four
1970 - CHEVROLET CST
FOUR TOP grade Holstein
South 17th Street. It has three bedrooms, large family room
bedroom houses ever. We have a
Long wheel bed, Ill, tags, orange. WADED.
living room, utility room, lots of closets, nice carpet and
heifers, 3 with week old calves, 1
beautiful four bedroom split level
$3975.00
1969- CHEVROLET - CHASSIS CAB
large outside storage.
freshen soon, Phone 436-5535
with part basement with large
Ky. tags, turquoise. 70 series.
after 5:00 p.m.
recreation room with fire-place,
M4P
$1675
large living room, three baths, 1968 -CHEVROLET-LONG WHEEL BED.
WOULD YOU LIKE TO have a beautiful year around home
700 BALES all Jap hay. 60c and
on one of Panorama Shores best waterfront lots? This is a
range, dishwasher, large patio
Ky. tags, black, one owner. new tires,
65c per bale. Phone 935-5311, M4C
two story home with most modern conveniences. Plenty of
deck, two car garage. Located on
power steering.
extra large shady lot in Sherwood
trees, boat dock. Just move in and start to enjoy living.
Attractive brick home near Kirksey on over 13
$1775.00
1968-CHEVROLET- LONG WHEEL BED
1970 YAMAHA. In excellent
Forest Subdivision. Price has
acres of land. Paved road. All land cleared except
steering.
power
tags,
white,
Tenn.
shape, with extras; high bars
been reduced, owner has left
IN ONE OF MURRAY'S best locations we have a lovely split
2 acres in classified timber. House has living
power brakes, turbo- hydromatic. V8
sissy bar, turn signals. See at
town.
level home. This house has three bedrooms,large den, living
room,
dining
area,
kitchen,
three
bedrooms,
bath
$1775.00
-CHEVROLET
- LONG WHEEL BED
1968
Murray Sport and Marine Center
BEAUTIFUL four bedroom
room,extra large ironing and utility room,two baths, central
and den plus attached car port. MUST BE SEEN
or call 753-2715 after 5:00 p.m. M4
1
2
house on Parklane. Has 2/
heat and air, garage and large lot.
Ky. tags, V8. turbo-hydromatic, one owner,
baths, fire-place in den, carpet,
new car trade in.
LOT in Canterbury Estates perfect for two story
dining room, two car garage,
YOU COULDN'T BUILD this split level house for the price it
$1975.00
1968 -CHEVROLET - CST
14 FOOT Jon Boat, trailer, 10 HP
or split level home. Many Trees and modestly
many many nice features priced
is listed at on your own lot. It is located in Meadow Green
power steering, power
Ky.
tags,
gold,
motor, 6 speed troll motor and
at $34,000.
Acres. City water, paved streets. Has three bedrooms, den,
priced.
brakes, turbo- hyciromatic, factory air.
battery. Phone 753-4857.
M8C
ON KIRK WOOD we have a large
fire-place, living room, baseboard heat, garage and sitting on
For information about these and our other
$1275.00
1968-CHEVROLET - LONG WHEEL BED
house ideal for large family. Has
two lots.
listings call:
ONE
PA
system
with
room upstairs large enough for
Ky. tags, blue, 6-standard, radio, one owner,
1
microphones. Phone 753-5685
two or three rooms, central heat
new car trade in.
753-9900-Nite phones 753-95g or 753-3616
AT 818 NORTH 19th Street we have a lovely three bedroom
after 4:30 p.m.
M4C
and air, carpet, two car garage.
brick veneer on nice lot. Has extra large family room, living
1966- CHEVROLET -LONG WHEEL BED
$1275.00
You will need to see this house on
room redecorated. You have to see the inside to really apKy. tags, blue, with camper.
9
x
12
OVAL
braided
rug,
$15.00.
landscaped
lot.
this
beautifully
preciate this nice medium priced home.
We invite your listings!
$100.00
Early American telephone gossip
1949-CHEVROLET 34 TON
IN CANTERBURY Estates we
bench, $20.00. Ladies size 8 green
have a four bedroom which is
Ky. tags, black, rough
IN EAST Y MANOR on lovely wooded lot we have a new
Chesterfield coat, $10.00. Ladies
exceptionally nice. Has den,
three bedroom brick veneer. Has central heat and air, large
NOTICE
FOR SALE
size 10 blue corduroy, lined coat,
large dining area, dishwasher,
den, nice living room, Pa baths, double garage, carpet and
$10.00. Pink and white girls BLUE LUSTRE
entrance
large utility room and patio.
noi only rids ASSUME $18.00 a month range, two car garage,
bedspread, double size, $5.00. carpets of soil
but leaves pile soft payment on small piano- hall with open stairs, patio and
6-cylinder...8-cylinder...automatic transmission
Phone 753-7937.
M4C and lofty. Rent electric sham- Leaches Music and T. V. in psiced to sell.
IN GROVE HEIGHTS, JUST five miles from Murray, we
have
Canterbury
we
IN
ALSO
have this three bedroom brick veneer. Central heat and air,
Center.
"Home'DiNieland
pooer $1. Western Auto,
753-7575 TFC
...standard transmission...power steering...
40 INCH ELECTRIC Tappan of The Wishing
two-3 bedroom bricks, One with
city water, kitchen aridden_eamhinatian
i-double
Well.'
M6
rfinge.
Priced
carport.
reasonable.
Phone
room
and
double
dining
power brakes..,air.
garage, two baths .On nice large lot, and moderately priced.
753-3987
M8C BOY'S CLOTHING,sizes from 10
Both have central heat and air,
carpet, two baths, fully' insulated.
AT 1609 LOCH LOMOND Drive is this real nice three
to 14. Phone 753-4729 after 5:00P
FORD TRUCKS _
Owner will consider trading for
bedroom brick veneer. Has central heat and air, large family
350 HONDA SCRAMBLER, 1969 P.m.
M6C
$2475.00
1969
-FORD - LONG WHEEL BED
cheaper.
something
room, living room, utility room, big outside storage room.
model. Phone 436-5872.
M4C
Ky. tags, bronze, new tires. LOADED.
buying
considering
YOU
are
IF
carpet and tile. Also has fenced in back yard. This has been
800 BALES Timothy hay, 70cents
$2475.00
1969 -FORD - 5000 SERIES
Per or trading it would be wise to do
reduced.
WOMEN'S CLOTHES, sizes 14 per bale. Phone 436-5875.
M6, Room
so at once as materials are adtags, red.
Tenn.
$50
and 16. Phone 753-4548 after 4:00
Benefit
Day vancing fast, which means the
1509 SYCAMORE HAS large wooded lot. Three bedrooms,
1966- FORD -LONG WHEEL BED
p.m.
$1075.00
M4C MOBILE HOME in beautiful
Free Information
price of houses will have to take
central heat and air, two fire-places, small family room,
shape. 1968 model with regular
Ky. tags, white, V8, standard
soon.
advance
an
living room, kitchen and dining area, carport and utility
SIXTEEN OUNCE bottles; home carpet and air-conditioned.
WE HAVE just listed a large two
room and has been reduced for cmick sale.
graduated with one ounce Perfect for a small family. You Insurance
bedroom
brick on two acre lot on
markings, with screw tops. Call can't buy a new one to beat this. Ageng
Before You Buy A New or Used Truck,
ONE OF MURRAY'S most modern and attractive homes on
the Lynn Grove Highway, apV37760.00.
Phone
753-6737
Price,
Ronald
W.
Churchill.
M4C
4 proximately two miles from
a quiet street has central heat and air, large bedrooms, two
after 6,
.ao' ,
Come By and See ...
baths, carpet, fire-place, double carport with double outside
Murray. It has central heat and
1968 BSA Hornet, 650 cc. Phone
storage rooms. This place is so nice it is hard to explain, but if
air-conditioning, extra nice
v Charlie Jenkins
753-2997.
M5P C FARMALL tractor. Good
Dwain Taylor
you are looking for a beautiful home, give us a call and take a
carpeting, two baths, fire-place,
condition. Plow, cultivator and
look.
utility,
dishwasher,
extra
large
v J. H. Nix
Mac Fitts
AMERICAN SUPER 8 sanding planter,$425.00. Phone 437large enough for an extra
machine, American De-Lux 16" 4419.
M6C
at
LOOKING FOR SOMETHING ultra modern in a lake cottage
bedroom, has 20x40 workshop,
polisher with 3 attachments,
'We have it in Lakeway Shores. This big A frame of redwood
carport. A well landscaped shady
Super 7 Clarks edger, must sell GOLF CLUBS, four woods, five
has full basement, two bedrooms, built-ins, large living area
lot. Not many like this is ever
due to ill health. All in good irons, two putters, bag. Also
looking over the water. This is a large water front lot. This
offered
for sale.
M4P Kawasaki motorcycle, 500 c. c.,
condition-953-2324
house has cedar shake roof, Anderson windows, walk-in
Hwy. 641 So., across from Uncle Jeff's
If you have property to sell or
three
cylinder,
1969
model.
Take
closets, fully carpeted;large sun deck, exposed beams, 12
wish to buy see Hoyt or Ray
HORSE; TWO year old Blanket over payments. Call 753Where The ...
foot sliding glass doors, copper plumbing and is fully inRoberts at Roberts Realty, 505
Appaloosa, Areen broke; also 6809.
M4NC
sulated.
753-1651
mek
Street
or
call
Main
753-3642
401
Maple
St.
saddle, bridle and blanket. Phone
"Best Truck Deals Are Taylor Made"
474-2371 after 4:3.0 p.m.
M4C FOUR FORMALS,and two party
LOOK AT THIS FOUR bedroom brick veneer at 1111
dresses, sizes 11 and 12. Phone HUBERT DUNN is now working TWO ACRES of land, one mile of
Sycamore. Has two baths, all carpet, central heat and air,
$40.00 on Wards 753-7258
to
SAVE
$10.00
M5C Thursday, Friday and Saturday 641 North, near Flint Church,
fire-place in large living room and priced for quick sale.
paved road. Phone 753-1947. M4
Tillers. 3/
1
2 HP, $120.69, on 5 HP
at zwhite Way BarberShop. M4C
AUTOS FOR SALE
$161.92. Montgomery Ward AKC REGISTERED black and
AUTOS FOR SALE
Catalog Agency, 510 Main, tan German Shepherd puppies, 8
TWO BEDROOM brick w'ith
M4C weeks old. Phone 489-2235 after ELECTROLUX SALES & SerMurray. 753-1966.
1966 DATSUN pick-up truck. 1962 1961 VALIANT; cheap. 1956
M5F vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M. paneled kitchen and den on Olds 98, red with white top. All Chevrolet, V8. Straight shift.
4:00 p.m.
Concord Highway 2,7 miles from
MOBILE HOME Insurance.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- Murray. 1'4 acres with apple power and factory air. Well worth Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
Mombor of Multiplo Listings
M5
Broad coverage. Low rates. FENDER SOLID State amplifier mington, Kentucky.
March 5C orchard and garden space. City the money. Cain and Taylor Gull Corner of 6th and Main.
Station. Corner of 6th and
for all your In- and control cabinet. $300.00.
Check
with
us
901 Sycamore St
Phone 753-7724
water. Phone 753-5497
-M6I Main.
surance before you buy. Phone 753-2863 after 5:oo p.m.
M5C 1968 EL CAMINO V8, power
M9C
Real
NITE PHONES:
Galloway Insurance and
steering and brakes. Vinyl roof,
Louise Baker-753-2409
TWO STORY house with two car 1965 PONTIAC LeMans, two door new tires. 1965 Buick
Estate Agency, phone 753ElecNINE
REGISTERED
Angus
hardtop.
V8
garage, across from new high
automatic, console in tra,four door hardtop, all power
Onyx Ray-753-8919
5842.
March4C
cows and three small registered
school on Johnson Blvd. ,Four the floor, power 'steering and and air. Local car. Real sharp.
Guy Spann 753-2587
.cATISFY YOUR NEE
heifers. Alpha Ford, 435-4362 M5P
bedrooms, 2'7 baths, living room, brakes. 1963 Olds 98, four door Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
SIX YEAR old Quarter horse.
dining room, kitchen with built- hardtop with all power and no air. Corner of 6th and Main.
Prentice Dunn-753-5725
Excellent pleasure horse. Phone
M:
ins large den with fire-place Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
436-2266
M5C
Corner
of
6th and Main.
M5
Phone 753-3058.
M4C
1969 DATSUN,2,000. New top. See
"NEVER USED anything like
WANTED TO BUY
at
1634 Hamilton or phone 753AUCTION SALE
1964
CHEVROLET
two
door
it," say users of Blue Lustre
AUCTION SALE
AUCTION SALE
M9C
hardtop with factory air, power 8918
carpet cleaner. Rent electric
4steering and brakes Local car.
M I
Saturday, WANT TO buy; logs and standing shampooer $1.00. Big K.
AUCTION SALE:
1963 Olds 98, four door hardtop.
March 6, 1:00 p.m., 600 Poplar timber. Also have for sale lumber
lust like brand new. Factory air 1952 JEEP, FOUR-wheel drive.
Street, Murray. Furniture and and sawdust. Murray Saw Mill
and all power. Cain and Taylor Snap on top. Perfect running
personal effects of the late Mrs. and Lumber Co. Phone 753-4147. AKC REGISTERED German
Shepherd puppies. Phone 436Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and condition. Phone 753-6842. M4P
Jessie Thurman.
TFC 5841.
M5P
Main.
MSC
3 large room house with large screened in porch, also back
-r-Some items are : couch, chairs,
porch.6 acres, more or less, and antique household furniture
recliners and toricers. Coffee,
NOTICE
NorICE
end and center tables, lamps,
and tools. Selling on the premises. Located-just off black top
FOR SALE OR RENT
1970 PLYMOUTH Grand coupe
Pictures and drapes, 9 x 12 wool
road 1364 on Barnett Cemetary Rd., ig mile from Johnathan
with factory air and power. 1968
rug, Maple '7 bed, springs and
Creek. Turmoil highway 68 East of Fairdealing on 1364, go 7
Buick Electra. Factory air and 1967 MODEL HOUSE trailer, 10 x
mattress, Oak dresser and Cedar
miles south, watch for sale markers, turn off 80 on 1364, a
all power. Cain and Taylor Gulf 42, an(-conditioned, electric heat
chest. Like new refrigerator and
black top road near Johnathan Creek, go 1 mile watch for
,
Station. Corner of 6th and
Phone 753-2583.
MSC
like new 30 inch electric stove.
sale markers.
Main.
MSC
New Shipment of
Lots of dishes and cooking
utensils. Radio, RCA Televiiion,
NOTICE
Experience in dozens 01
NOTICE
window fan, linens and. tOts of
fields. Hundreds of special
other items to numerous to
ties. From clerks to enMention. Most of this mergineers . . bricklayers to
chandise is like new. For inrestaurant managers. And
figmation call Otto Chester
almost any other field you
v SUITS
v SPORTS COATS
Adetion Service, Lynn Grove,
can think of.,You can pro
435-4042, Not responsible in case
vide additional training on
v PANTS
SHIRTS v TIES
Selling to settle the estate of Mr. Thomas Flood.
of accidents.
the-job using the GI BL
T44 C-1
or MDTA.
This property is located, I 2 mile east-of Johnathan Creek, one
HELP WANTED
of
the best fishing areas on Ky. Lake, just east across
hinny
For information on
.1ohnitthan Creek,from Pirates Cove, where they are putting
veterans: See your local
"APPLICATIONS ARE now
a 4,000 foot air-strip. If your looking for cheap lake property
office of the State Employ
being accepted for a nurse aide
yon-oan't afford to miss it.
th.
meet'
Contact
Service.
at
soon
training class to begin
Veterans Administration fn,
Murray -Calloway County
beiVILWWWWWIE
training iniarrnation
Hospital. Apply at Nursing OfM12C
fice."
THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE
Bldg Benton, Kentucky
JOBS FOR VETERANS
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY for
Phone S279391
Central Shopping Center
Across from MSU; Library
ambitious man. Must have panel
odicorciting contributed 4pr die
753call
Adyortisicio
appointment
good
by
Tlii•
public
truck. For
PHONE 753-3242
4111111111. 41111=1111. .4111111.10. 411.1110. AdElow .41111.D.
N140
• Council and this paper
:118
UR MANY LISTINGS

SPRING SPECIALS

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
* USED TRUCKS *

Town & Country Real Estate

18 New Pickups - All Descriptions

HOSPITAL
INSURANCE

.
S

McCONNELL

75341491

Thinking of
Home Decorating?
Think of--Hughes Point
Store

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

Guy Spann Real

HIRE
THE
VET

THE COLLEGE SHOP

SPRING and SUMMER
MERCHANDISE

Jrasti

PUBLIC SALE

AND YOU
HIRE
EXPERIENCE

Saturday, March 6, 1971
Sale Time: 10:00 A.M.
LUNCH AVAILABLE

I

DRASTICALLY REDUCED
FALL and WINTER
MERCHANDISE

THE COLLEGE SHOP

Marshall County Realty & Auction
[overt
Joe Sullivan - Auctioneer

TriD7NITTG767N'l
Roffler of Murray
Hair Stylists
and Barbers

Tossy MorgWi - Owner

I
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At Age 50—Radio Stronger Than Ever Luxury ski resorts
Written Raper-tally for Central
Prone and This Netespoper
MANY PEOPLE were play-

Austriticreince, Germany and
By MURRAY J. BROWN
Italy for less, in some cases,
UPI Travel Editor
than two weeks in the Rockies
It is not so long ago that would cost.
Arid for the midwesterner
a European ski vacation was
considered a luxury reserved And southerner reasonably
for the so-called "beautiful dose to trans-Atlantic gateway
people" who sail their yachts cities like Chicago and Housaround the. Greek isles and ton, European skiing as at least
Jet over to Monte Carlo and comparably priced to that in
the Riviera for the weekend. the Western and New England
For the American of aver- states.
Almost all the international
age means places like St. Moritz, Chamonix and Innsbruck airlines flying between the
were resorts they saw only ors United States and Europe offer
a.riety of budget-priced-ski
Saturday afternoon sports specials on television or in photo- tours.
For instance, Air France
graphs in their daily and Sunday newspaper.
will take a skier to Bavaria
Today, the picture has and the Tyrol for two weeks
changed dramatically.
for as low as $310 from New
Thanks to lower trans-At- York. He will spend seven
lantic air fares and an abund- days in Ruhpolding, a picance of packaged ski tours, ture postcard hamlet located
even the neophyte weekend in the heart of the upper Baschusses can bone up on his varian Alps not far from the
style on the most aristocratic Austrian border, which long
of' Alpine slopes without blow- has been a favorite for Gering the family budget.
man skiers and is now catching
The secret, of course, is on with Americans. All vavolume. Able to book large rieties of slopes are available
groups into European'ski re- at Ruhpolding, starting ,with
sorts, American tour operators runs from small ski-school
receive favorable prices which heights to spectacular trails
they can pass along to their which begin at the upper
clients.
reaches of the magnificient
So, believe it or not, Ameri- Rauschlserg.
cans living along the eastern
The second part of the 14seaboard can now enjoy two day package is spent at Kitzweeks on the Alpine trails of lobe!, a medieval Tyrolean vil-

United Pre

Verdict F
By Jury
Roberts
BALLOTS ARE CASTE—Veiled women stand in line to vote in Aligarh during India's March 1-10 parliamentary elections. Prime Minister Mrs. Indira Gandhi
called the election to see how her policies stack up with the people.
lage -- complete with centuries- as the "Red Devils," skating
old walls, gabled houses and and curling rinks, sleigh rides charges. In addition, package
narrow cobblestoned streets- - and all kinds of apres-ski at- purchasers get reduced rates on
which also offers all the amen- tractions, including a casino cable cars, ski lifts and inities of a modern ski resort. hard rock discotheques and, structions.
There are more than 100 miles of course, traditional Tyrolean
For another $55, or a total
of trails around Kitzbuhel inns where the zither still sets of $365, the skier can add
which fan out to form the so- the tune.
another seven days at the upcalled "Kitzbuhel Ski Circus" -Along with the air fare, and-coming Tyrolean resort of
a linked circuit of ski slopes Air France says the package Schwas.
in every category.
For those with fatter pocprice for this two-week European winter holiday includes ketbooks, there are packaged
Ski school
accommodations,
breakfast, tours to such Olympic-clasg
Also at Kitzbuhel is a large transfers to and from the
ski resorts as Chamonix in the
airski school, whose instructors
port, services of a ski guide, Alps and Davos across the borare known throughout Europe and tips, taxes and
der in Switzerland.
service
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assured that it will be delivered
fresh. They feel the husband
and wife teams are really serious about their jobs."
COMPARE AT 2.49 EACH
John Hopper, the school
superintendent, thinks there's
a message in Mrs. Boyd's joinHere are tops in Value
ing the truck driving class.
can't beat 'em, join 'em," and
and fashion. Choose
"I think it's great that we
now share the pounding of the
from
a tremendous
have a lady in this class," he road next to the man they
group of- .knit tops.
said of the young grandmotherpromised to love, honor and
Assorted collar styles.
obey for better or for worse. student. "It should tell us
men something. School and
But Mrs. Boyd doesn't think
Stripes and solids all
learning is . a- serious business
her decision to work with her
fashion right. Assortin all skills and trades and
husband, Charles, reflects the
ed Cottons and blends.
with added technologies and
bottom of any barrel of mariSmall, medium, large.
tal bliss. In fact, she's looking skills, women are going to be.
forward to the thousands of come a greater part of it. •
miles the couple will log to"Men become secretaries,
gether.
beauticians and stenographers,
"When I finish this course, so why not a lady truck drimy husband will be my boss ver?"
for the first time," the former
Mrs. Boyd thinks her trainbeautician said. -- She -thinks ing as a housewife and mother
will help in her new career.
that the husband-wife learn
might make her husband's She said the same qualities
truck • little more popular and experiences needed to be
to the leasing company for a successful homemaker or
businesswoman are needed for
which he drives.
"Many companies prefer to the driving chores she will be
LISP this combination (man-wife
handed.
Before each trip, the slacks
team)," she said. "They feel
Fas'hion smart shirts in long sleeves.
that their products will be de- and blouse-dressed vriiman-rts
livered on time -- and if the out her shopping list. But it's
This assortment includes 100% Nylon
riot a regular shopping list.
cargo is produce, they're nearly
body and western shirts:' Perma
"Planning a trip is really
press
blends in choir boy, spread,
necessary,- Mrs. Boyd said.
long pointed collars in all the shades
"I fake a map, mark the highway we are going, to travel,
of spring. Sizes 30-38.
circle the cities and then make
a list .oi" all big towns on a
piece of paper -just like a grocery list. This way, they're
right in front of me and I can
COMPARE AT
avoid a wrong turn that could 0 3.99 EACH
result in wasted time."
The Boyds have two children. John K. Boyd works for
an oil company in 'Tulsa. Their
daughter, Donna Armstrong,
is a secretary in the court
clerk's office.
"Now that our children are
grown, we've decided to see
the country," Mrs. Boyd said,
"and to make a living while
doing it."7- •

LADIES

Fashion smart colors
in easy care durable
fabric. Mix and match
these 100% Nylon tops
and shorts. Sizes 1-4.

0
0

2FOR 5°°

II;

2.66 EACH

000o=0
i

KNIT TOPS

Easy care tops of
Cotton blends in poor
boys and shells. Now
is the time to buy
several of these tremendous
values in
both solids and stripes.
Sizes
3-6X.

Jewelry 'designer Kenneth
Jay Lane feels earrings for
spring have never been more
important. He says they will
include classic button earrings,
half hoop and shrimp
Also
lots of drops simple doorknockers, elaborate multi .fins
or medallions suspended from
a . enter motif.
I,ane feels
the bold hoop wilt.. be seen,'
:on textured gold or
plain or set with cabochons,
ivory, amber and tortoise as
well as turquoise and coral in
plastic that looks real.
,N
flins
.111,1 r1/11.1 I.11w- jr, 1111.1(.1' ;PIM
In, brill,.
, tr., - r,,s

JEANS

2.66 EACH

FOR
2.66 EACH

COMPARE AT 3.99

III

'COMPARE A T.2.49

0
111
0
0

III
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COMPARE AT 3.99 EACH
Choose from a wide selection
of new spring slacks. Styles
include flares, 20 inch legs,
solids and stripes in assorted colors.

MEN'S SHORT SLEEVE

SPORT
FORSHIRTS

00

300
COMPARE AT 2.49 EACH
ws the time to get
ready ,for spring and
summer' with this tremendous buy of 65°/,
Polyester, 35°4 Cotton
perma
press
sport
shirts.
Extra
long
collar style, Blue,
gold, green, brass.
Sizes
S,M • L
.

Bel-Air Shopping Center
BANKAMERICARD

Acres of Free Parking

1.77 EACH

2.66 EACH

Come
in early for
this very special pur3.99 EACH
Rough
and
chase of a boys perma
rugged
100%
Cotton
press slack of Polymens
jeans in two tone
ester
Cotton.
and
stripes with 5 pockets.
Western pocket, harmony -trim, no roll
Fashion colors gala,
tv-alst. band. :Regular
blue, white and beige
and
Sizes
slims.
in sizes 29-38.
8•18.
See liar Other Ad On Page 8.

12:30 -.600 Sunday

iii

phone 753.8717

The jury in Lb
monwealth of
Thomas Robert:
verdic in the
Calloway Circ
Thursday and
verdict was as f
"We the jury
dant, Thomas R
indecent or MI
with another tin
No. 3 and fix hit
confinement in
for two years",
records of the cc
Roberts has b
the September 1
on a charge of
regarding an
alegedly occitre
night, August 22
The motion ft
Roberts will be
Judge James
regular ruled
March 12. He
bond of $10,000
following the int
Wells Overbey
for Roberts. A'
Commonwealth
Clayton, Com'
torney, and Sid
attorney. The ji
verdict to the
about 4:30 p.m.

Holy Comn
Church On

Rev James Wi:
will preach and
Communion a
Episcopal Chur
Broach Street:
March 7. at 10:2
"°'e public is i
seessisissoso
5.,
- - ---

A
Speaker 11
Of Kiwani

Douglas

0

0

SLACKS
2FOR500

COMPARE AT

9:00 9:00 Mon. thru Sat.

o

2FOR 3'

LADIES

MEN'S
FLARE

SLACKS
2FOR 500

1.44 EACH

COMPARE AT 1.99 EACH

SHIRTS

BOY'S CLIPPER POPLIN

SEER, BEER EVERYWHERE, hut not a can to (Ii ink; bicarefW1.
ssiusen
‘ It comes from a boxc,ir ihvi!leed in a train wreck at Rutherford. Ala

MIX 'N' MATCH

LADIES KNIT

Lady aims for
a driving career

r•

Source
In Mur

_

ing the death march for radio
when tele,•ision started coming
on strong a little over two
decades ago, but the little box
-now in its 50th year as a
commercial venture—is actually
healthier than ever before. •
While TV has become the
main source of electronic entertainment in the land, radio is
celebrating its golden jubilee in
the strongest position it ever
has held.
Estimates are that 290 million radios are in the hands
cr cars of Americans, listening
to some 4.200 standard and
2,300 FM stations across the
land. The number of radios is
higher than the population itself, a factor that keeps increasins
, at a faster rate than the
population, since some 46 million radios, including imports,
are sold annually today.
• • •
RADIO came on the scene at
G p. m. on November 2. 1920
when KDKA in Pittsburgh
signed on with the first scheduled broadcast, a presentation
of the Harding-Cox presidential
election returns.
The program was somewhat
of a marathon, lasting until
Everybody listens to radio—especially youngsters.
noon the next day. It included
the returns, music, and requests
"Wherever You Go There's during any week.
that listeners respond to the Radio."
This makes the competition
broadcast to inform the station
Helping out in that respect quite keen, often resulting in as
of how far its signal was travel- is the transistor, which has en- many as four stations in smaller
ing.
abled youngsters- to purchase cities and as many as 30 in
Still in existence, KDKA radios on small allowances and cities the size of Chicago. Each
marked its 50th year on Nov. 2 to cart them just about any- station seeks a portion of the:.
with a special one-hour program where, even with earpieces to audience by offering something
entitled "Listen to What We provide that "personal" touch. for morn, dad,--brether, sister,
• • •
Started." On hand were L. H.
grandma or giandpop, and so
Ftosenberg, the announcer 50
IN place of the once-popular on. Ethnic groups aren't forgotyears ago, and Harold Arlin, and dominating network radio ten, so many stations seek to
KDKA's and the world's first shows, we find today individual appeal to Negroes; Station
full-time announcer.
and specialized stations offer- KIKO in Miami, Ariz., has a
• • •
ing -news and music in most program for Apaches; KBOI in
IT WASN'T long before other c9Aca. but also all-country mu- Boise, Ida., has a Basque proradio stations came on the sic, all-pop, all-rock, all—news, gram, and Navajos in the southscene and the medium became and even .all-talk programs and west have 17 stations to select
a major source of news and en- talk - back programs in which from. Some 150 stations its the
tertainment, with the family the station invites listeners to land broadcast in Spanish, the
gathering around the "talking state opinions. About the only most prevalent language found
box" then as it does today to full programs provided by the on U.S. radio after English.
view popular TV programs.
networks these days are NBC's
The nation's 2,300 FM
With the advent of TV, how- Monitor and CBS's Arthur God- tions reach many homes staand
ever, radio had to change from frey Show, followed by various also entertain Americans
riding
the comedy, drama, and per- news-type network shows.
buses, working in factories, eatsonality shows in order to keep
The radio industry estimates ing in restaurants, and
pace with the changing times. that 98 per cent of the nation's The emphasis in these so on.
on-theIt did Just that by becoming l teens listens to radio, or about move scenes is to
provide backmore localized and personal, as 95 per cent of the general popu- ground music for busy
or relaxtypified in the current slogan , lation, at one time or another ing people

By GUY A. GOODINE
TULSA, Okla. (UPI) "Knights of the Road" the
the all-night disc jockeys call
those big, burly men who "roll
the trucks along" the highways
of America.
Now, however, that knight
sitting behind the overgrown
wheel of a huge semi lumbering its way across one of the
many Interstates in the nation, snaking up and down the
hills of West Virginia or over
the faceless plains of the West,
is often a lady - far from
big and burly.
Slender, red-haired Vera
Boyd, of Tulsa, is a, silt in.
point.
Mrs. Boyd is the first woman -truck driver student to
enter the driving school at
Central Tech in Drumright,
Okla. But she joins a growing
number of women who have
accepted the adage "if you

The P

no longer exclusive

By MICHAEL REJ•AAS
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